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(54) RECEPTION DEVICE, TRANSMISSION DEVICE, AND DATA PROCESSING METHOD

(57) The present technology relates to a receiving
device, a transmitting device, and a data processing
method which are capable of providing a broadcast serv-
ice using a wide bandwidth more flexibly. A receiving
device processes a stream in which delivery configura-
tion information indicating that the stream of the broad-
cast service is delivered across a predetermined frequen-
cy band is included in transmission information which is

transmitted through an upper layer higher than a physical
layer, the stream having a delivery configuration corre-
sponding to the delivery configuration information, so that
a broadcast service using a wider bandwidth can be pro-
vided. The present technology can be applied to a FW
proxy device connected to a network such as, a home
LAN, a head end of a cable operator, a base station of a
mobile network, or the like.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present technology relates to a receiving
device, a transmitting device, and a data processing
method, and more particularly to, a receiving device, a
transmitting device, and a data processing which are ca-
pable of providing a broadcast service using a wide band-
width more flexibly.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In terrestrial digital broadcasting, for example,
a bandwidth of 6 MHz or the like is allocated as a band-
width of an RF channel (for example, see Non-Patent
Document 1).
[0003] Further, scalable video coding (hierarchical en-
coding) is known as one of video coding schemes, (for
example, see Patent Document 1). Here, the scalable
video coding (SVC) refers to a technique of hierarchically
encoding a base layer that transmits a stream used for
a basic quality and a high quality and an enhancement
layer that transmits a stream used only for a high quality.

CITATION LIST

PATENT DOCUMENT

[0004]

Non-Patent Document 1: ATSC Candidate Stand-
ard: Physical Layer Protocol(A/322)
Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open No. 2016-076957

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] By the way, for example, when a broadband
service such as a broadcast service using the scalable
video coding is implemented in the terrestrial digital
broadcasting, a stream of a broadcast service is as-
sumed not to fall within a band of a bandwidth of one RF
channel.
[0006] However, a technical scheme for providing a
broadcast service of a stream requiring such a wide band-
width has not been established, and proposals for making
it possible to provide a broadcast service using a wide
bandwidth more flexibly have been requested.
[0007] The present technology was made in light of the
foregoing, and it is an object of the present technology
to make it possible to provide a broadcast service using
a wider bandwidth more flexibly.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS

[0008] A receiving device according to a first aspect of
the present technology is a receiving device including a
receiving unit that receives a stream of a broadcast serv-
ice and a processing unit that processes the stream, and
in the stream, delivery configuration information indicat-
ing that the stream of the broadcast service is delivered
across a predetermined frequency band is included in
transmission information which is transmitted through an
upper layer higher than a physical layer, and the process-
ing unit processes the stream having a delivery configu-
ration corresponding to the delivery configuration infor-
mation.
[0009] The receiving device of the first aspect of the
present technology may be an independent device or an
internal block constituting one device.
[0010] Further, a data processing method of the first
aspect of the present technology is a data processing
method corresponding to the receiving device of the first
aspect of the present technology described above.
[0011] In the receiving device and the data processing
method of the first aspect of the present technology, the
stream of the broadcast service is received, and the
stream is processed.
[0012] Further, the stream includes transmission infor-
mation which is transmitted through an upper layer higher
than a physical layer and includes delivery configuration
information indicating that a stream of a broadcast serv-
ice is delivered across a predetermined frequency band,
the stream having a delivery configuration corresponding
to the delivery configuration information is processed.
[0013] A transmitting device of a second aspect of the
present technology is a transmitting device including a
generating unit that generates transmission information
which is transmitted through an upper layer higher than
a physical layer and includes delivery configuration in-
formation indicating that a stream of a broadcast service
is delivered across a predetermined frequency band and
a transmitting unit that transmits a stream including the
transmission information.
[0014] The transmitting device of the second aspect of
the present technology may be an independent device
or an internal block constituting one device.
[0015] Further, a data processing method of the sec-
ond aspect of the present technology is a data processing
method corresponding to the transmitting device of the
second aspect of the present technology described
above.
[0016] In the transmitting device and the data process-
ing method of the second aspect of the present technol-
ogy, transmission information which is transmitted
through an upper layer higher than a physical layer and
includes delivery configuration information indicating that
a stream of a broadcast service is delivered across a
predetermined frequency band is generated, and a
stream including the transmission information is trans-
mitted.
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EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0017] According to the first and second aspects of the
present technology, it is possible to provide a broadcast
service using a wider bandwidth more flexibly.
[0018] Further, the effects described herein are not
necessarily limited, and any of effects described in the
present disclosure may be included.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0019]

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of an
embodiment of a transmission system to which the
present technology is applied.
Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a configuration exam-
ple of a master proxy device.
Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating a configuration exam-
ple of a slave proxy device.
Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating a configuration exam-
ple of a client device.
Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating a configuration exam-
ple of a broadcast server.
Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a pro-
tocol stack of an IP transmission scheme of the
present technology.
Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating a configuration exam-
ple in a case where a single broadcast service is
delivered across a plurality of broadcast streams.
Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating an example of S-TSID
metadata of a service 1.
Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating an example of S-TSID
metadata of a service 2.
Fig. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example of a for-
mat of S-TSID metadata.
Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of
delivery in a time zone T1-T2.
Fig. 12 is a diagram illustrating an example of S-TSID
metadata of a service 1.
Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example of S-TSID
metadata of a service 2.
Fig. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example of S-TSID
metadata of a service 3.
Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of
delivery in a time zone T2-T3.
Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating an example of S-TSID
metadata common to respective broadcast services.
Fig. 17 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of
delivery in a case where a priority is defined between
ROUTE sessions.
Fig. 18 is a diagram illustrating an example of S-TSID
metadata of a service 2.
Fig. 19 is a diagram illustrating an example of a for-
mat of S-TSID metadata.
Fig. 20 is a flowchart for describing a flow of mapping
management between a tuner and a broadcast serv-
ice.

Fig. 21 is a diagram illustrating an example of SLT
metadata and S-TSID metadata in a delivery config-
uration of Fig. 11.
Fig. 22 is a diagram illustrating an example of SLT
metadata and S-TSID metadata in a delivery config-
uration of Fig. 11.
Fig. 23 is a diagram illustrating an example of SLT
metadata and S-TSID metadata in a delivery config-
uration of Fig. 11.
Fig. 24 is a diagram illustrating an example of SLT
metadata and S-TSID metadata in a delivery config-
uration of Fig. 15.
Fig. 25 is a diagram illustrating an example of SLT
metadata and S-TSID metadata in a delivery config-
uration of Fig. 15.
Fig. 26 is a diagram illustrating an example of SLT
metadata and S-TSID metadata in a delivery config-
uration of Fig. 15.
Fig. 27 is a flowchart illustrating a flow of an allocation
process of a service responsible range in a case
where updating of SLT metadata or S-TSID meta-
data is detected.
Fig. 28 is a diagram illustrating an example of map-
ping in a delivery configuration of Fig. 11.
Fig. 29 is a diagram illustrating an example of map-
ping in a delivery configuration of Fig. 15.
Fig. 30 is a diagram illustrating an example of map-
ping in a delivery configuration of Fig. 15.
Fig. 31 is a diagram illustrating an example of SLT
metadata and S-TSID metadata in a delivery config-
uration of Fig. 30.
Fig. 32 is a flowchart for describing a flow of a seg-
ment request redirection process.
Fig. 33 is a flowchart for describing a flow of a trans-
mission side process.
Fig. 34 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of an ESG service in the case of a first delivery
configuration.
Fig. 35 is a diagram illustrating a relation of XML
fragments in the case of a first delivery configuration.
Fig. 36 is a diagram illustrating an example of an
XML instance in the case of a first delivery configu-
ration.
Fig. 37 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of an ESG service in the case of a second
delivery configuration.
Fig. 38 is a diagram illustrating a relation of XML
fragments in the case of a second delivery configu-
ration.
Fig. 39 is a diagram illustrating a display example of
a screen of an ESG service in the case of a second
delivery configuration.
Fig. 40 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of a broadcast stream 1 in the case of a third
delivery configuration.
Fig. 41 is a diagram illustrating a relation of XML
fragments in the case of a third delivery configura-
tion.
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Fig. 42 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of a broadcast stream 2 in the case of a third
delivery configuration.
Fig. 43 is a diagram illustrating a relation of XML
fragments in the case of a third delivery configura-
tion.
Fig. 44 is a diagram illustrating a display example of
a screen of an ESG service in the case of a third
delivery configuration.
Fig. 45 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of a schedule fragment of an ESG.
Fig. 46 is a diagram illustrating an example of a sche-
ma of a schedule 7fragment of an ESG.
Fig. 47 is a diagram illustrating an example of an
XML instance of a schedule fragment of an ESG.
Fig. 48 is a diagram illustrating an example of an
XML instance in the case of a third delivery config-
uration.
Fig. 49 is a diagram illustrating a display example of
a screen of an ESG service in the case of a third
delivery configuration.
Fig. 50 is a diagram illustrating another configuration
example of a transmission system.
Fig. 51 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of a computer.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0020] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present
technology will be described with reference to the ap-
pended drawings. Further, the description will proceed
in the following order.
[0021]

1. Configuration of system
2. Overview of the present technology
3. Use case
4. Priority between ROUTE sessions
5. Mapping management between tuner and broad-
cast service
6. Notification to end user by ESG
7. Modified example
8. Configuration of computer

<1. Configuration of system>

(Configuration example of transmission system)

[0022] Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of
an embodiment of a transmission system to which the
present technology is applied. Further, a term "system"
refers to a logical aggregation of a plurality of devices.
[0023] In Fig. 1, a transmission system 1 includes FW
proxy devices 10-1 to 10-N (N is an integer of 1 or more),
client devices 20-1 to 20-M (M is an integer of 1 or more),
and a broadcast server 40.
[0024] In the transmission system 1, the FW proxy de-
vices 10-1 to 10-N and the client devices 20-1 to 20-M

are connected to each other via a network 30 such as a
home Local Area Network (LAN) constructed in an end
user home 2 and are capable of performing communica-
tion with each other.
[0025] The FW proxy device 10-1 is installed between
a device connected to the network 30 and a broadcast
transmission path 60 including the broadcast server 40,
a transmitting station 50, and the like, and has a function
of a forward proxy (gateway function). The FW proxy de-
vice 10-1 includes a dedicated server for providing a for-
ward proxy function, a television receiver, a set top box
(STB), a network storage, a game machine, or the like.
[0026] The FW proxy device 10-1 receives a broadcast
wave transmitted from the broadcast server 40 via the
transmitting station 50 and transmits a stream of content
obtained from the broadcast wave to one of the client
devices 20-1 to 20-M connected to the network 30.
[0027] Similarly to the FW proxy device 10-1, each of
the FW proxy devices 10-2 to 10-N includes a dedicated
server, a television receiver, and the like and has a func-
tion of a forward proxy. Each of the FW proxy devices
10-2 to 10-N transmits (transfers) a stream of content
obtained from the broadcast wave from the broadcast
server 40 to one of the client devices 20-1 to 20-M con-
nected to the network 30.
[0028] Here, as will be described in detail later, the FW
proxy devices 10-1 to 10-N connected to the network 30
have a master/slave relation in which any one of FW
proxy devices 10 functions as a master proxy, and the
other FW proxy devices 10 serve as a slave proxy. Fur-
ther, since the FW proxy devices 10-1 to 10-N have the-
master/slave relation, the FW proxy device 10 operated
by the master proxy allocates a broadcast service re-
sponsible range to each of the FW proxy devices 10.
[0029] Further, the FW proxy devices 10-1 to 10-N are
referred to simply as a FW proxy device 10 in a case
where it is not particularly necessary to distinguish them
from one another.
[0030] Further, in the following description, the FW
proxy device 10 having the function of the master proxy
is referred to as a master proxy device 10M, whereas the
FW proxy device 10 having the function of the slave proxy
is referred to as a slave proxy device 10S for distinguish-
ing them.
[0031] Further, a detailed configuration of the master
proxy device 10M will be described later with reference
to Fig. 2. Further, a detailed configuration of the slave
proxy device 10S will be described later with reference
to Fig. 3. Further, in the following description, the master
proxy device 10M and the slave proxy device 10S are
referred to as a FW proxy device 10 in a case where it
is not particularly necessary to distinguish them. In other
words, the FW proxy device 10 is either the master proxy
device 10M or the slave proxy device 10S.
[0032] The client device 20-1 is a receiver that receives
a stream of content transmitted (transferred) from any
one of the FW proxy devices 10-1 to 10-N via the network
30 and reproduces the stream. In other words, the client
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device 20-1 reproduces (or records) content to be deliv-
ered via broadcasting via one of the FW proxy devices
10-1 to 10-N in accordance with a manipulation of the
end user or the like.
[0033] The client device 20-1 is configured as a fixed
receiver such as a television receiver, asettopbox, a per-
sonal computer, a game machine, or the like or a mobile
receiver such as a smartphone, a mobile phone, a tablet
computer, or the like. Further, the client device 20-1 may
be a wearable computer such as a head mounted display
(HMD).
[0034] Similarly to the client device 20-1, each of the
client devices 20-2 to 20-M is constituted by a fixed re-
ceiver used at home, a mobile receiver, or the like, and
receives a stream of content to be delivered via broad-
casting via one of the FW proxy devices 10-1 to 10-N
and reproduces (or records) the stream.
[0035] Further, in the following description, the client
devices 20-1 to 20-M are referred to simply as a client
device 20 in a case where it is not particularly necessary
to distinguish them. Further, a detailed configuration of
the client device 20 will be described later with reference
to Fig. 4.
[0036] The broadcast server 40 is, for example, a serv-
er provided by a broadcasting company such as a broad-
casting station and is connected to a transmission facility
installed in the transmitting station 50 via a predeter-
mined line such as a dedicated line. Further, a detailed
configuration of the broadcast server 40 will be described
later with reference to Fig. 5.
[0037] The broadcast server 40 processes a file (data)
of content such as a program or a CM or control infor-
mation (signaling), and transmits transmission data ob-
tained as a result to the transmitting facility in the trans-
mitting station 50 via a dedicated line. Then, the trans-
mitting facility in the transmitting station 50 performs a
necessary process (a modulation process or the like) on
the transmission data from the broadcast server 40, and
a broadcast wave obtained as a result is received by the
FW proxy device 10 in the end user home 2 via the broad-
cast transmission path 60.
[0038] Further, in the transmission system illustrated
in Fig. 1, the example in which the FW proxy device 10
and the client device 20 are arranged in the end user
home 2 has been described, but the FW proxy device 10
is not limited to being installed in the end user home 2
and may be installed in a head end of a cable operator,
a base station of a mobile network, or the like, for exam-
ple, so that a wider range of area can be covered.
[0039] In other words, for example, in a case where
the FW proxy device 10 is installed in the head end of
the cable operator, the client device 20 is installed at
home of each end user who subscribes to a cable tele-
vision service other than the same end user home. Fur-
ther, for example, in a case where the FW proxy device
10 is installed in the base station of the mobile network,
the client device 20 serves as a device (a mobile receiver)
which the end user subscribing to a mobile service carries

indoors or outdoors.
[0040] Further, each of the FW proxy device 10 and
the client device 20 may be an in-vehicle device mounted
in a vehicle such as an automobile. Further, in the trans-
mission system 1 of Fig. 1, the communication performed
between the device and the server connected to the net-
work 30 is not limited to wireless communication and
wired communication, and communication in which wire-
less communication and wired communication are mixed
may be performed, that is, wireless communication may
be performed in a certain section, and wired communi-
cation may be performed in other sections.

(Configuration of master proxy device)

[0041] Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the master proxy device 10M among the FW
proxy devices 10 of Fig. 1.
[0042] In Fig. 2, the master proxy device 10M includes
a processing unit 100, a tuner 101, a communication I/F
102, and a storage unit 103.
[0043] The processing unit 100 includes, for example,
a central processing unit (CPU), a microprocessor, or the
like. The processing unit 100 performs processes such
as various types arithmetic processes or operation con-
trol of each unit.
[0044] The tuner 101 performs a necessary process
(a demodulation processing or the like) on the broadcast
waves received via the antenna, and supplies a multi-
plexed stream obtained as a result to the processing unit
100. The processing unit 100 processes the multiplexed
stream supplied from the tuner 101 and supplies a stream
of content obtained as a result to the communication I/F
102. Further, in Fig. 2, only one tuner 101 is installed,
but a plurality of tuners may be installed.
[0045] The communication I/F 102 includes, for exam-
ple, a communication interface circuit or the like. The
communication I/F102 receives data transmitted from the
client device 20 connected to the network 30, and sup-
plies the data to the processing unit 100. Further, the
communication I/F 102 transmits a stream of content sup-
plied from the processing unit 100 to the client device 20
via the network 30.
[0046] The storage unit 103 includes, for example, a
semiconductor memory, a hard disk drive (HDD), or the
like. The storage unit 103 stores various types of data in
accordance with control from the processing unit 100.
[0047] The processing unit 100 includes a master
proxy 111, a UPnP/SSDP server 112, and an SLS
processing system 113.
[0048] The master proxy 111 is a service operating on
the master proxy device 10M and functions as a master
proxy for the slave proxy operating on the slave proxy
device 10S.
[0049] The master proxy 111 performs a process of
allocating a broadcast service responsible range to itself
(master proxy) or the slave proxy. The master proxy 111
performs a process on the broadcast service of the re-
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sponsible range in accordance with the broadcast service
responsible range allocated by itself.
[0050] Further, the master proxy 111 notifies the slave
proxy which is responsible a target broadcast service of
a request from the client device 20. Further, the process
performed by the master proxy 111 will be described later
in detail with reference to Figs. 27 and 32 and the like.
[0051] The UPnP/SSDP server 112 is a service oper-
ating on the master proxy device 10M.
[0052] The UPnP/SSDP server 112 performs a proc-
ess for establishing the master/slave relation between
the master proxy 111 and the slave proxy operating on
the slave proxy device 10S connected to the network 30.
Further, the UPnP/SSDP server 112 performs a process
for establishing a connection between the master proxy
111 and the client device 20 connected to the network 30.
[0053] The SLS processing system 113 performs a
process related to service layer signaling (SLS) which is
control information acquired via broadcasting. As the
SLS is processed by the SLS processing system 113, a
stream of desired content (a stream of content delivered
by the broadcast service of the responsible range) is ob-
tained from the multiplexed stream. Further, the SLS will
be described later in detail with reference to Fig. 6.
[0054] The master proxy device 10M is configured as
described above.

(Configuration of slave proxy device)

[0055] Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the slave proxy device 10S among the FW
proxy devices 10 of Fig. 1.
[0056] In Fig. 3, the slave proxy device 10S includes
a processing unit 150, a tuner 151, a communication I/F
152, and a storage unit 153. Further, since the tuners
151 to the storage unit 153 are configured similarly to the
tuners 101 to the storage unit 103 of Fig. 2, description
thereof is omitted here. However, a plurality of tuners
may be installed.
[0057] The processing unit 150 includes, for example,
a CPU, a microprocessor, or the like. The processing unit
150 performs a process such as various types of arith-
metic processes or operation control of each unit.
[0058] The processing unit 150 includes a slave proxy
161 and an SLS processing system 162.
[0059] The slave proxy 161 is a service operating on
the slave proxy device 10S, and functions as a slave
proxy for the master proxy 111 operating on the master
proxy device 10M.
[0060] The slave proxy 161 performs a process on the
broadcast service of the responsible range in accordance
with the broadcast service responsible range allocated
by the master proxy 111. Further, the process performed
by the slave proxy 161 will be described later in detail
with reference to Figs. 27 and 32 and the like.
[0061] The SLS processing system 162 performs a
process related to the SLS which is control information
acquired via broadcasting. By processing the SLS by the

SLS processing system 162, a stream of desired content
(a stream of content delivered by the broadcast service
of the responsible range) is obtained from the multiplexed
stream. Further, the SLS will be described later in detail
with reference to Fig. 6.
[0062] The slave proxy device 10S is configured as
described above.

(Configuration of client device)

[0063] Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the client device 20 of Fig. 1.
[0064] In Fig. 4, the client device 20 includes a process-
ing unit 200, a communication I/F 201, a display unit 202,
and a speaker 203.
[0065] The processing unit 200 includes, for example,
a CPU, a microprocessor, or the like. The processing unit
200 performs processes such as various types of arith-
metic processes or operation control of each unit.
[0066] The communication I/F 201 includes, for exam-
ple, a communication interface circuit or the like.
[0067] The communication I/F 201 requests the master
proxy device 10M connected to the network 30 to transmit
content to be delivered via a desired broadcast service
in accordance with the control from the processing unit
200. Further, the communication I/F 201 receives a
stream of content transmitted (transferred) from the mas-
ter proxy device 10M or the slave proxy device 10S via
the network 30 and supplies the stream to the processing
unit 200.
[0068] The processing unit 200 processes the stream
of content supplied from the communication I/F 201, sup-
plies video data among the data obtained as a result to
the display unit 202, and supplies audio data to the speak-
er 203.
[0069] The display unit 202 includes, for example, a
display such as a liquid crystal display (LCD) or an or-
ganic electroluminescence display (OELD). The display
unit 202 displays a video corresponding to the video data
supplied from the processing unit 200. The speaker 203
outputs a sound corresponding to the audio data supplied
from the processing unit 200.
[0070] Further, in a case where the display unit 202
has a function of a touch panel, a manipulation signal
corresponding to a manipulation of the end user on the
touch panel is supplied to the processing unit 200, and
the processing unit 200 performs a process correspond-
ing to the manipulation signal. Further, although not il-
lustrated in Fig. 4, even in a case where an input unit
such as a physical button may be installed, and a ma-
nipulation signal corresponding to a manipulation of the
end user on the input unit may be supplied to the process-
ing unit 200.
[0071] The processing unit 200 includes an application
211 and a browser 212. A renderer function is provided
by the application 211 and the browser 212.
[0072] The application 211 performs a process that en-
ables the client device 20 connected to the network 30
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to establish a connection with the master proxy 111 op-
erating on the master proxy device 10M. Further, the
process performed by the application 211 will be de-
scribed later in detail with reference to Fig. 32.
[0073] The browser 212 processes data which is a
stream of content supplied from the communication I/F
201 and is received via broadcasting by the master proxy
device 10M or the slave proxy device 10S, and repro-
duces content.
[0074] Further, the browser 212 has a function of a
DASH player which will be described later in detail with
reference to Fig. 6. Further, the process performed in the
browser 212 will be described later in detail with reference
to Fig. 32.
[0075] The client device 20 is configured as described
above.

(Configuration example of broadcast server)

[0076] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the broadcast server 40 of Fig. 1.
[0077] In Fig. 5, the broadcast server 40 includes a
component processing unit 401, a control information
generating unit 402, an ESG generating unit 403, a mul-
tiplexer 404, a data processing unit 405, and a transmit-
ting unit 406.
[0078] The component processing unit 401 processes
data of a components constituting content such as a pro-
gram and supplies a stream of the component obtained
as a result to the multiplexer 404.
[0079] Here, the data of the component is data such
as a video, an audio, a subtitle, or the like, and a process
such as an encoding process according to a predeter-
mined coding scheme (for example, the scalable video
coding (hierarchical encoding), and the like) is performed
on the data.
[0080] The control information generating unit 402
generates control information (control information of an
upper layer) used in a process of the upper layer such
as channel selection or reproduction of content, and sup-
plies the control information to the multiplexer 404. Fur-
ther, the control information of the upper layer includes
signaling such as low level signaling (LLS) and service
layer signaling (SLS) which will be described later in detail
with reference to Fig. 6. Further, in this specification, the
upper layer indicates a layer higher than the physical
layer.
[0081] The ESG generating unit 403 generates elec-
tronic service guide (ESG) information and supplies the
ESG information to the multiplexer 404. Further, the ESG
service is an electronic service guide defined by Open
Mobile Alliance (OMA) which is an organization that es-
tablishes standards of mobile phones, and the details
thereof will be described later with reference to Figs. 6
and 45 and the like.
[0082] The multiplexer 404 multiplexes the stream of
the component supplied from the component processing
unit 401, the stream of the control information of the upper

layer supplied from the control information generating
unit 402, and the stream of the ESG information supplied
from the ESG generating unit 403 and supplies a multi-
plexed stream obtained as a result to the data processing
unit 405. Further, in this case, other streams such as an
application and time information may be multiplexed.
[0083] The data processing unit 405 processes the
multiplexed stream supplied from the multiplexer 404,
generates a packet (frame) of a predetermined format,
and supplies the packet to the transmitting unit 406 as
the transmission data.
[0084] The transmitting unit 406 transmits the trans-
mission data supplied from the data processing unit 405
to the transmitting facility in the transmitting station 50
via a dedicated line.
[0085] The broadcast server 40 is configured as de-
scribed above .

(Protocol stack of the present technology)

[0086] Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
protocol stack of an IP transmission scheme of the
present technology.
[0087] Currently, an MPEG2-Transport Stream (TS)
scheme is widely used as a transmission scheme of dig-
ital broadcasting, but an Internet Protocol (IP) transmis-
sion scheme in which IP packets used in the communi-
cation field are used for digital broadcasting is expected
to become popular in the future.
[0088] For example, Advanced Television Systems
Committee (ATSC) 3.0 which is one of next generation
terrestrial broadcast standards is also expected to be
able to provide more advanced services by employing
the IP transmission scheme . The present technology
can also employ the IP transmission scheme, similarly
to ATSC 3.0 or the like.
[0089] In Fig. 6, the lowest layer is defined as a physical
layer. In the digital broadcasting of the IP transmission
scheme such as ATSC 3.0, it is not limited to transmission
using one-way broadcasting, and there are cases in
which some pieces of data are transmitted using two-
way communication, but in a case where broadcasting
is used, the physical layer corresponds to a frequency
band or the like of the broadcast wave allocated for serv-
ices (channels).
[0090] A layer higher than the physical layer is a data
link layer. Further, the layer higher than the data link layer
is an Internet Protocol (IP) layer and a user datagram
protocol (UDP) layer. The IP layer and the UDP layer are
layers corresponding to a network layer and a transport
layer in a hierarchical model of communication, and an
IP packet and a UDP packet are specified by an IP ad-
dress and a port number.
[0091] Here, in ATSC 3.0, low level signaling (LLS) or
service layer signaling (SLS) are assumed to be used as
control information (signaling). The LLS is control infor-
mation transmitted in a layer lower than the SLS. The
SLS is control information of a service unit. In other
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words, in ATSC 3.0, the control information of the trans-
port layer is transmitted through two layers, that is, the
LLS and the SLS.
[0092] The LLS includes metadata such as a service
list table (SLT). The SLT metadata includes basic infor-
mation indicating a configuration of a stream or a broad-
cast service in a broadcast network such as information
necessary for channel selection of the broadcast service
(channel). The SLT metadata is included in the UDP/IP
packet which is an IP packet including a UDP packet and
transmitted. Here, the UDP/IP packet storing the SLT
metadata is transmitted with a special IP address and a
port number.
[0093] An upper layer adjacent to the IP layer and the
UDP layer is a Real-Time Object Delivery Over Unidirec-
tional Transport (ROUTE) . The ROUTE is a streaming
file transfer protocol which is an extension of a File De-
livery Over Unidirectional Transport (FLUTE).
[0094] A file (Signaling) of the SLS, a file (NRT) of non
real time (NRT) content, a DASH segment file (DASH),
or the like is transmitted through the ROUTE session for
each broadcast service.
[0095] Here, the SLS is service level control informa-
tion, and provides information, an attribute, or the like
necessary for search and selection of a component be-
longing to a target broadcast service. The SLS includes
metadata such as user service bundle description (US-
BD), service-based transport session instance descrip-
tion (S-TSID), or media presentation description (MPD).
[0096] The USBD metadata contains information such
as an acquisition destination of other metadata.
[0097] The S-TSID metadata is an extension of LCT
session instance description (LSID) for ATSC 3.0 and is
control information of the ROUTE protocol. Further, the
S-TSID metadata can specify an extended FDT (EFDT)
transmitted through the ROUTE session. The EFDT is
an extension of a File Delivery Table (FDT) introduced
in the FLUTE, and is transfer control information.
[0098] The MPD metadata is control information of vid-
eo and audio files used for streaming delivery according
to MPEG-Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(DASH).
[0099] Here, the MPEG-DASH is a streaming delivery
standard according to Over The Top Video (OTT-V), and
is a standard related to adaptive streaming delivery using
a streaming protocol based on a Hypertext Transfer Pro-
tocol (HTTP).
[0100] In the MPEG-DASH standard, a manifest file
for describing metadata which is control information of
video and audio files and a file format for transmitting
content of a moving image are specified. Here, the former
manifest file is referred to as media presentation descrip-
tion (MPD), and the latter file format is also referred to
as a segment format.
[0101] Further, in a case where the ROUTE is used as
the transport protocol, an MP4 file format can be used
as a streaming file format. The MP4 file format is a de-
rivative format of ISO Base Media File Format (ISO

BMFF) specified in ISO/IEC 14496-12.
[0102] A segment transmitted through the ROUTE
session includes an initialization segment (IS) and a me-
dia segment (MS). The initialization segment includes
initialization information such as a data compression
scheme. Further, the media segment stores data of a
stream of a video, an audio, or a subtitle. In other words,
the media segment corresponds to a DASH segment
(DASH segment file).
[0103] As described above, stream data of a service
component (a video, an audio, a subtitle, or the like) con-
stituting content such as a program is transmitted through
the ROUTE session in units of DASH segments accord-
ing to the ISO BMFF standard.
[0104] Further, the NRT content is content which is re-
produced after it is stored in a storage of a receiver. Fur-
ther, for example, a file other than the NRT content such
as file of an application or an electronic service guide
(ESG) can be transmitted through the ROUTE session.
[0105] Further, the SLT metadata serving as the LLS
or the metadata such as the USBD, the S-TSID, or the
MPD serving as the SLS can be data of a text format
described in a markup language such as an Extensible
Markup Language (XML) or the like.
[0106] On the other hand, in a case where two-way
communication (Broadband) is used, a layer higher than
the physical layer is a data link layer. Further, a layer
higher than the data link layer is an IP layer corresponding
to a network layer. An upper layer adjacent to the IP layer
is a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) layer corre-
sponding to a transport layer, and an upper layer adjacent
to the TCP layer is an HTTP layer corresponding to an
application layer.
[0107] In other words, a protocol such as a TCP/IP
operating on a communication line such as the Internet
is implemented by these layers.
[0108] Among the upper layers adjacent to the HTTP
layer, some layers serve as control information (Signal-
ing) andNRT content (NRT) . The control information in-
cludes all pieces of control information such as control
information transmitted through the ROUTE session.
Further, the NRT content is content acquired via com-
munication, and includes, for example, an application.
[0109] Among the upper layers adjacent to the HTTP
layer, layers other than the above-mentioned layers
serve as the DASH segment (DASH). In other words, in
streaming delivery of a two-way communication system,
stream data of a service component (a video, an audio,
a subtitle, or the like) constituting content such as a video
on demand (VOD) program or the like is transmitted in
units of DASH segments according to the ISO BMFF
standard.
[0110] As described above, in the protocol stack of the
IP transmission scheme of the present technology, a lay-
er of a one-way broadcasting system and some layers
of a two-way communication system become a common
protocol, and stream data of a service component con-
stituting content can be transmitted in units of DASH seg-
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ments according to the ISO BMFF standard via one-way
broadcasting and two-way communication.
[0111] Therefore, in a case where both streaming de-
livery of a one-way broadcasting system and streaming
delivery of a two-way communication system are per-
formed, since the protocol of the upper layer is common,
an implementation burden or a processing load in each
device can be reduced.
[0112] Further, in the transmission system 1 of Fig. 1,
the broadcast server 40 of the broadcasting system is
installed on the transmission side, and a configuration
corresponding to only streaming delivery of the one-way
broadcasting system is illustrated, but as illustrated in
the protocol stack of Fig. 6, the present technology can
support the streaming delivery of the two-way communi-
cation system as well. A configuration corresponding to
the streaming delivery of the two-way communication
system will be described later with reference to Fig. 50.

<2. Overview of the present technology>

[0113] By the way, in the broadcast scheme such as
ATSC 3.0, the bandwidth of 6 MHz or the like is allocated
as the bandwidth of the RF channel (Broadcast Stream),
but an operation of dynamically scheduling and providing
the broadband service that does not fall within this band
such as a streaming service or a file delivery service of
a broad bandwidth (for example, a broadcast service us-
ing the scalable video coding) is expected.
[0114] Therefore, proposals for providing the broad-
band service have been requested, but a technical
scheme for responding to such a request has not been
established at present.
[0115] Therefore, in the present technology, informa-
tion (hereinafter referred to as "delivery configuration in-
formation") indicating that a single broadcast service
(broadband service) is delivered across a plurality of
broadcast streams is included in information (hereinafter
referred to as "transmission information") transmitted
through the upper layer such as the S-TSID metadata
which is one of the SLSs or the ESG information, and
thus it is possible to provide the broadband service more
flexibly.
[0116] For example, in the transmission system 1 of
Fig. 1, when the broadcast service responsible range
(hereinafter referred to as a "service responsible range")
for each FW proxy device 10 is allocated by the master
proxy device 10M in an environment in which a plurality
of FW proxy devices 10 are installed, the delivery con-
figuration information included in the transmission infor-
mation such as the S-TSID metadata or the like is referred
to.
[0117] Accordingly, since it is possible to appropriately
allocate the service responsible ranges for the broadcast
services delivered across a plurality of broadcast streams
to the FW proxy device 10, it is possible to provide the
broadband service such as the broadcast service using
the scalable video coding more flexibly accordingly.

[0118] In other words, in the transmission system 1 of
Fig. 1, it is possible to implement a role sharing protocol
between the FW proxy devices 10 which is necessary in
a case where the broadband service being dynamically
scheduled terminates at a plurality of FW proxy devices
10 and is provided to the client device 20 on the network
30.
[0119] Further, in the transmission system 1 of Fig. 1,
in a case where the master proxy device 10M receives
a request for the DASH segment from the client device
20, redirection is performed to the FW proxy device 10
which is in charge of the broadcast service of the request.
Further, upon receiving the redirection, the FW proxy de-
vice 10 receives a stream of content delivered via broad-
casting within the range of the allocated broadcast serv-
ice and transmits the stream to the client device 20 via
the network 30.

(Example of delivery configuration)

[0120] Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example in a case where a single broadcast service is
delivered across a plurality of broadcast streams.
[0121] A broadcast stream 1 (BroadcastStream-1)
having bsid = bsid-1 as a broadcast stream ID
(bsid:BroadcastStreamID) identifying a broadcast
stream is constituted by two ROUTE sessions
(RouteSession-1-1 and RouteSession-1-2) . Further, a
broadcast stream 2 (BroadcastStream-2) having bsid =
bsid-2 is constituted by one ROUTE session (RouteSes-
sion-2-1).
[0122] Here, the ROUTE session 1-1 (RouteSession-
1-1) transfers a service 1 (Service-1) which is one inde-
pendent broadcast service, whereas the ROUTE session
1-2 (RouteSession-1-2) and the ROUTE session 2-1
(RouteSession-2-1) transfer a service 2 (Service-2)
which is one independent broadcast service through the
two ROUTE sessions.
[0123] Here, as a service ID (ServiceId) identifying a
broadcast service, the service 1 has ServiceId = svc-1,
and the service 2 has ServiceId = svc-2.
[0124] The ROUTE session 1-1 is constituted by an
LCT session (LctSession-1-1-0-SLS(tsi = 0)) carrying the
SLS and an LCT session (LctSession-1-1-1-AV(tsi = tsi-
av-1-1)) carrying a stream of an audio or a video.
[0125] The ROUTE session 1-2 is constituted by an
LCT session (LctSession-1-2-0-SLS(tsi = 0)) carrying the
SLS and an LCT session (LctSession-1-2-1-AV(tsi = tsi-
av-2-1)) carrying a stream of an audio or a video.
[0126] The ROUTE session 2-1 is constituted by an
LCT session (LctSession-2-1-0-SLS(tsi=0)) carrying the
SLS and an LCT session (LctSession-2-1-1-AV(tsi = tsi-
av-2-2)) carrying a stream of an audio or a video.
[0127] Further, in the ROUTE session 1-2 of the broad-
cast stream 1 and the ROUTE session 2-1 of the broad-
cast stream 2, the same SLS-svc-2 is carried as the SLS
of the service 2 transmitted through the LCT session. On
the other hand, in the ROUTE session 1-1 of the broad-
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cast stream 1, SLS-svc-1 different from SLS-svc-2 is car-
ried as the SLS of service 1 transmitted through the LCT
session.
[0128] Here, in the delivery configuration illustrated in
Fig. 7, the S-TSID metadata serving as the SLS is illus-
trated in Figs. 8 and 9.
[0129] Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating an example of the
S-TSID metadata of the SLS (SLS-svc-1) for the service
1.
[0130] In Fig. 8, serviceId = svc-1 is described in the
S-TSID metadata of an XML format as a serviceId at-
tribute of an S-TSID element serving as a root element.
Further, dIpAddr = dIpAddr-svc-1 is described as a dI-
pAddr attribute of an RS element subordinate to the S-
TSID element, and further tsi = tsi-av-1-1 is described as
a tsi attribute of a LS element subordinate to an RS ele-
ment.
[0131] Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating an example of the
S-TSID metadata of the SLS (SLS-svc-2) for the service
2.
[0132] In Fig. 9, the S-TSID element and the RS ele-
ment and the LS element subordinate thereto are de-
scribed in the S-TSID metadata of the XML format, sim-
ilarly to Fig. 8, but a bsid attribute is added to the RS
element. In other words, bsid =bsid-1 is described in an
upper RS element as the bsid attribute, and bsid = bsid-
2 is described in a lower RS element as the bsid attribute.
[0133] A single broadcast service (service 2) is consti-
tuted by two ROUTE sessions in accordance with the
value of the bsid attribute of the RS element, one ROUTE
session is transferred through the broadcast stream 1
having bsid = bsid-1, and the other ROUTE session is
transferred through the broadcast stream 2 having bsid
= bsid-2.
[0134] Further, as described above, in the example of
the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig. 7, SLS-svc-2
(Fig. 9) which is the same signaling fragment is carried
through both the broadcast stream 1 and the broadcast
stream 2. Further, there are cases in which both the serv-
ice 1 and the service 2 are provided from the broadcast
server 40 of one broadcasting company, and there are
cases in which the service 1 and the service 2 are pro-
vided from the broadcast servers 40 of different broad-
casting companies for each broadcast service.

(Structure of S-TSID)

[0135] Fig. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a format of the S-TSID metadata of the XML format.
[0136] In Fig. 10, the serviceId attribute can be placed
in the S-TSID element of the root element. A service ID
is designated in the serviceId attribute.
[0137] Further, an RS element indicating information
related to one or more of ROUTE sessions is arranged
in the S-TSID element. As the RS element, an sIpAddr
attribute, a dIpAddr attribute, a dport attribute, a bsid at-
tribute, and a LS element can be arranged.
[0138] A transmission source IP address (source IP

address) of the ROUTE session is designated in the sI-
pAddr attribute. A transmission destination IP address
(destination IP address) of the ROUTE session is desig-
nated in the dIpAddr attribute. A port number of ROUTE
session is designated in the dport attribute.
[0139] A broadcast stream ID (bsid) can be designated
in the bsidattribute. As the broadcast stream ID, a broad-
cast stream ID of a broadcast stream for transferring a
ROUTE session which corresponds to an RS element
serving as a parent element and constitutes a broadband
service (a broadcast service delivered across a plurality
of broadcast streams) is designated.
[0140] Information related to an LCT channel is de-
scribed in the LS element. Further, one or more of LS
elements can be arranged for each LCT channel. As the
LS element, a tsi attribute, a bw attribute, a startTime
attribute, an endTime attribute, a SrcFlow element, and
a RepairFlow element can be arranged.
[0141] A value of TSI is designated in the tsi attribute.
A maximum bandwidth is designated in the bw attribute.
A start time and an end time are designated in the start-
Time attribute and the endTime attribute, respectively.
[0142] Information related to a Source Flow is desig-
nated in the SrcFlow element. Information related to a
Repair Flow is designated in the RepairFlow element.
[0143] Further, in Fig. 10, in a case where "0..1" is des-
ignated in an item "Use", it is arbitrary whether or not a
corresponding element or attribute is designated. Fur-
ther, in a case where "1..N" is designated in the item of
"Use", one or more elements or attributes are designated,
and in a case where "1" is designated, only one element
or attribute is necessarily is designated.
[0144] Further, in an item of "Data Type", in a case
where "unsignedShort" or "unsignedInt" is designated, it
indicates that a value of a corresponding element or at-
tribute is an integer type, and in a case where "string" is
designated, it indicates that a value of a corresponding
element or attribute is a character string type. Further, in
a case where "dateTime" is designated in the item of
"Data Type", it indicates that a corresponding element or
attribute indicates a specific date and time.
[0145] Further, the format of the S-TSID metadata il-
lustrated in Fig. 10 is an example, and, for example, any
other text format other than the XML format may be em-
ployed. Further, the S-TSID metadata is not limited to
the text format and may be a binary format.
[0146] As described above, in the present technology,
the broadcast stream ID (bsid) of the broadcast stream
for transferring the ROUTE session which constitutes the
broadband service (the broadcast service delivered
across a plurality of broadcast streams) can be designat-
ed in the bsid attribute of the RS element as the delivery
configuration information in the S-TSID metadata which
is the transmission information, and thus it is possible to
provide the broadband service more flexibly.
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<3. Use case>

[0147] Next, a use case in a case where a relation be-
tween the broadcast service and the ROUTE session
constituting the broadcast service changes for each time
zone will be described. In this use case, delivery config-
urations in a time zone T1-T2 and a time zone T2-T3 in
a case where times T1, T2, and T3 sequentially elapse
on a certain time axis will be described.

(Delivery configuration in time zone T1-T2)

[0148] Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating the delivery con-
figuration in the time zone T1-T2.
[0149] In Fig. 11, the service 1 (svc-1) is transferred
through the ROUTE session 1-1 (dIpAddr-svc-1) of the
broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) . In the LCT session of the
ROUTE session 1-1, the SLS (SLS-svc-1) of the service
1 and the stream of an audio or a video (AV) of the service
1 are transmitted.
[0150] Further, in Fig. 11, the service 2 (svc-2) is trans-
ferred through the ROUTE session 1-2 (dIpAddr-svc-2)
of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) and the ROUTE ses-
sion 2-1 (dIpAddr-svc-2) of the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-
2). In other words, in the delivery configuration in the time
zone T1-T2, the service 2 is delivered across the two
broadcast streams (bsid-1 and bsid-2) .
[0151] In the LCT session of the ROUTE session 1-2,
the SLS (SLS-svc-2) of the service 2 and the stream of
an audio or a video (AV) of the service 2 are transmitted.
On the other hand, in the LCT session of the ROUTE
session 2-1, an SLS (SLS-svc-2) of the service 2 and the
stream of an audio or a video (AV) of the service 2 are
transmitted.
[0152] Further, in Fig. 11, a service 3 (svc-3) is trans-
ferred through a ROUTE session 3-1 (dIpAddr-svc-3) of
a broadcast stream 3 (bsid-3). In the LCT session of the
ROUTE session 3-1, SLS (SLS-svc-3) of the service 3
and a stream of an audio or a video (AV) of the service
3 are transmitted.
[0153] Here, Figs. 12 to 14 illustrate examples of the
S-TSID metadata included in the SLS of each broadcast
service in the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig. 11.
[0154] Fig. 12 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the S-TSID metadata of the SLS (SLS-svc-1) of the serv-
ice 1. In the S-TSID metadata of Fig. 12, it is indicated
that the service 1 (svc-1) is constituted by one ROUTE
session (dIpAddr-svc-1).
[0155] Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the S-TSID metadata of the SLS (SLS-svc-2) of the serv-
ice 2. In the S-TSID metadata of Fig. 13, it is indicated
that the service 2 (svc-2) is constituted by two ROUTE
sessions (dIpAddr-svc-2), one ROUTE session is trans-
ferred through the broadcast stream 1 having bsid = bsid-
1, and the other ROUTE session is transferred through
the broadcast stream 2 having bsid = bsid-2.
[0156] Fig. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the S-TSID metadata of the SLS (SLS-svc-3) of the serv-

ice 3. In the S-TSID metadata of Fig. 14, it is indicated
that the service 3 (svc-3) is constituted by one ROUTE
session.
[0157] As described above, in the delivery configura-
tion in the time zone T1-T2, the service 2 (svc-2) is trans-
ferred through the ROUTE session (dIpAddr-svc-2) of
the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) and the broadcast stream
2 (bsid-2) among the three broadcast streams (bsid-1,
bsid-2, and bsid-3), and the service 2 (svc-2) is delivered
across the two broadcast streams (bsid-1 and bsid-2).
Further, a notification indicating that the service 2 (svc-
2) is configured to be delivered across the two broadcast
streams (bsid-1 and bsid-2) can be performed through
the S-TSID metadata of the SLS (SLS-svc-2) of the serv-
ice 2.

(Delivery configuration in time zone T2-T3)

[0158] Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating the delivery con-
figuration in the time zone T2-T3.
[0159] In Fig. 15, the service 1 (svc-1) is transferred
through the ROUTE session 1-1 (dIpAddr-svc-1) of the
broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1), the ROUTE session 2-1 (dI-
pAddr-svc-1) of the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2), and the
ROUTE session 3-1 (dIpAddr-svc-1) of the broadcast
stream 3 (bsid-3) . In other words, in the delivery config-
uration in the time zone T2-T3, the service 1 is delivered
across the three broadcast streams (bsid-1, bsid-2, and
bsid-3).
[0160] The SLS (SLS-svc-1) of the service 1 and the
streams of the audio and the video (AV) of the service 1
are transmitted through the LCT session of the ROUTE
session 1-1. Similarly, the SLS (SLS-svc-1) of the service
1 and the streams of the audio and the video (AV) of the
service 1 are transmitted through the LCT sessions of
the ROUTE session 2-1 and the ROUTE session 3-1.
[0161] Here, Fig. 16 illustrates an example of the S-
TSID metadata included in the SLS of the service 1 in
the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig. 15. In other
words, in the delivery configuration of Fig. 15, since the
service 1 (svc-1) is delivered across the three broadcast
streams (bsid-1, bsid-2, and bsid-3), the S-TSID meta-
data of the SLS (SLS-svc-1) is common to the three
broadcast streams.
[0162] In the S-TSID metadata of Fig. 16, it is indicated
that the service 1 (svc-1) is constituted by three ROUTE
sessions (dIpAddr-svc-1) , and a first ROUTE session
1-1 (dIpAddr-svc-1) is transferred through the broadcast
stream 1 having bsid = bsid-1.
[0163] Similarly, a second ROUTE session 2-1 (dIpAd-
dr-svc-1) is transferred through the broadcast stream 2
having bsid = bsid-2, and a third ROUTE session 3-1
(dIpAddr-svc-1) is transferred through the broadcast
stream 3 having bsid = bsid-3.
[0164] As described above, in the delivery configura-
tion in the time zone T2-T3, the service 1 (svc-1) is trans-
ferred through each of the ROUTE sessions (dIpAddr-
svc-1) of the three broadcast streams (bsid-1, bsid-2,
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andbsid-3), and the service 1 (svc-1) is delivered across
the three broadcast streams. Further, a notification indi-
cating that the service 1 (svc-1) is configured to be de-
livered across the three broadcast streams can be per-
formed by the S-TSID metadata of the SLS (SLS-svc-1)
of the service 1.
[0165] As described above, in the delivery configura-
tions in the time zone T1-T2 and the time zone T2-T3,
the delivery configuration changes for each time zone,
for example, in the time zone T1-T2, the service 2 (svc-
2) is transferred through the ROUTE sessions of the two
broadcast streams (bsid-1 and bsid-2), but thereafter, if
it becomes the time zone T2-T3, the service 1 (svc-1) is
transferred through the ROUTE sessions of the three
broadcast streams (bsid-1, bsid-2, and bsid-3) . The de-
livery configuration which changes for each time zone
can be given in notification by updating the content of the
S-TSID metadata of the SLS.

<4. Priority between ROUTE sessions>

[0166] Next, an extension method of the S-TSID meta-
data in a case where a priority (importance) is defined
between ROUTE sessions of broadcast streams will be
described.
[0167] Here, as a case where an operation of defining
a priority is performed between ROUTE sessions, for ex-
ample, a broadband service to which the scalable video
coding (hierarchical encoding) is applied or the like is
assumed. Here, as will be described in detail later, the
scalable video coding (SVC) is a technique of hierarchi-
cally encoding the base layer that transmits a stream (a
minimum necessary stream) used for a basic quality and
a high quality and an enhancement layer that transmits
a stream (an additional stream) used only for a high qual-
ity.

(Delivery configuration in a case where priority is defined)

[0168] Fig. 17 is a diagram illustrating a delivery con-
figuration in a case where a priority between ROUTE
sessions is defined.
[0169] In Fig. 17, the service 1 (svc-1) is transferred
through the ROUTE session 1-1 (dIpAddr-svc-1) of the
broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1). The SLS (SLS-svc-1) of the
service 1 and the streams of the audio and the video (AV)
of the service 1 are transmitted through the LCT session
of the ROUTE session 1-1.
[0170] Further, in Fig. 17, the service 2 (svc-2) is trans-
ferred through the ROUTE session 1-2 (dIpAddr-svc-2)
of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) and the ROUTE ses-
sion 2-1 (dIpAddr-svc-2) of the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-
2). In other words, in the delivery configuration of Fig. 17,
the service 2 is delivered across the two broadcast
streams (bsid-1 and bsid-2).
[0171] The SLS (SLS-svc-2) of the service 2 and the
streams of the audio and the video (AV) of the service 2
are transmitted through the LCT session of the ROUTE

session 1-2. On the other hand, the SLS (SLS-svc-2) of
the service 2 and the streams of the audio and the video
(AV) of the service 2 are transmitted through the LCT
session of the ROUTE session 2-1.
[0172] Here, a case of a delivery configuration in which,
for example, a stream of the base layer is transferred
through the ROUTE session 2-1 (dIpAddr-svc-2) of the
broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2), and a stream of the en-
hancement layer is transferred through the ROUTE ses-
sion 1-2 (dIpAddr-svc-2) of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-
1) by applying the scalable video coding to the delivery
configuration of Fig. 17 is considered.
[0173] The stream of the base layer can be, for exam-
ple, a stream of a high definition (HD) image quality with
a normal frame rateof 60 fps. On the other hand, the
stream of the enhancement layer can be, for example, a
stream which can be displayed as a stream of 4K (ultra
high definition (UHD)) image quality with a frame rate of
120 fps which is double on the basis of the stream of the
base layer.
[0174] Then, in the case of an environment in which
only the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2) can be received, for
example, in an environment in which only one broadcast
stream can be processed at a time with one tuner, or the
like, the FW proxy device 10 of the reception side proc-
esses the stream of the base layer and causes the client
device 20 connected to the network 30 to display the
video of the HD image quality (basic quality).
[0175] On the other hand, in the case of an environ-
ment in which the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) can also
be received at the same time of the broadcast stream 2
(bsid-2), the FW proxy device 10 of the receiving side
also processes the stream of the enhancement layer to-
gether with the stream of the base layer and causes the
client device 20 connected to the network 30 to display
the video of the 4K image quality (high quality) . Accord-
ingly, the client device 20 can display a higher quality
video in environment in which the enhancement layer
can be supported than in an environment of only the basic
layer.
[0176] Here, Fig. 18 illustrates an example of the S-
TSID metadata included in the SLS of the service 2 in
the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig. 17. In other
words, in the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig. 17,
since the service 2 (svc-2) is delivered across the two
broadcast streams (bsid-1 andbsid-2), the S-TSIDmeta-
data of the SLS (SLS-svc-2) is common to the ROUTE
session 1-2 and the ROUTE session 2-1.
[0177] In the S-TSID metadata of Fig. 18, the service
2 (svc-2) is constituted by two ROUTE sessions (dIpAd-
dr-svc-2), a first ROUTE session 1-2 (dIpAddr-svc-2) is
transferred through the broadcast stream 1 having bsid
= bsid-1, and a second ROUTE session 2-1 (dIpAddr-
svc-2) is transferred through the broadcast stream 2 hav-
ing bsid = bsid-2.
[0178] Further, in the S-TSID metadata of Fig. 18, a
priority attribute is added to each RS element subordinate
to the S-TSID element. With the priority attribute, it is
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possible to designate a priority (importance) between the
ROUTE sessions caused by the difference between the
base layer and enhancement layer.
[0179] For example, in the S-TSID metadata of Fig.
18, priority = low (priority:low) is designated as the priority
attribute of the RS element for the ROUTE session 1-2,
while priority = high (priority:high) is designated as the
priority attribute of the RS element for the ROUTE ses-
sion 2-1.
[0180] Accordingly, in the delivery configuration of Fig.
17, it is possible to set the ROUTE session 2-1 of the
broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2) as a ROUTE session with a
higher priority (importance) than the ROUTE session 1-2
of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1)).
[0181] In other words, in the delivery configuration il-
lustrated in Fig. 17, when the service 2 which is a broad-
band service to which the scalable video coding is applied
is provided, the ROUTE session 2-1 of the broadcast
stream 2 (bsid-2) can be regarded as a ROUTE session
in which a minimum necessary stream or an NRT file is
transferred. On the other hand, the ROUTE session 1-2
of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) can be regarded as a
ROUTE session to which an (additional) stream to which
a better quality service, if any, can be provided is trans-
ferred.
[0182] Further, in a case where the priority attribute is
not arranged in the RS element subordinate to the S-
TSID element of the S-TSID metadata, in order to present
the broadcast service delivered across a plurality of
broadcast streams, it is interpreted that all ROUTE ses-
sions across a plurality of broadcast streams are essen-
tial.

(Structure of S-TSID corresponding to priority)

[0183] Fig. 19 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a format of the S-TSID metadata of the XML format cor-
responding to the priority between the ROUTE sessions.
[0184] The format of the S-TSID metadata in Fig. 19
differs from the format of the S-TSID metadata illustrated
in Fig. 10 in that in addition to the sIpAddr attribute, the
dIpAddr attribute, the dport attribute, bsid attribute, and
the LS element, the priority attribute can be arranged in
the RS element subordinate to the S-TSID element.
[0185] The priority (importance) between the ROUTE
sessions is designated in the priority attribute. For exam-
ple, high or low, an integer value indicating the impor-
tance of 1 to 5, or the like can be used as the value of
the priority attribute .
[0186] Further, the format of the S-TSID metadata il-
lustrated in Fig. 19 is an example, and, for example, any
other text format other than the XML format may be em-
ployed. Further, the S-TSID metadata is not limited to
the text format and may be a binary format.
[0187] As described above, for example, in a case
where the broadband service to which the scalable video
coding is applied is provided, it is possible to designate
the priority (importance) between the ROUTE sessions

caused by the difference between the base layer and the
enhancement layer by defining the priority (importance)
between the ROUTE sessions of the broadcast streams.
[0188] Further, in the above description, the example
in which the priority is designated by arranging the priority
attribute in the RS element subordinate to the S-TSID
element of the S-TSID metadata as the priority informa-
tion indicating the priority between the sessions has been
described, but even in a case where the priority is not
designated explicitly with the value of the priority at-
tribute, the priority may be designated, for example, by
setting a rule of arranging the ROUTE sessions in the S-
TSID metadata in the priority order as an operation rule.
[0189] In other words, in a case where such an oper-
ation rule is employed, for example, in the S-TSID meta-
data of Fig. 18 described above, the RS element of the
ROUTE session 2-1 having a higher priority is arranged
ahead of the RS element of the ROUTE session 1-2 hav-
ing a low priority. Further, in this case, the priority attribute
need not be necessarily arranged in the RS element sub-
ordinate to the S-TSID element of the S-TSID metadata.

<5. Mapping management between tuner and broadcast 
service>

[0190] Meanwhile, in a case where there is a broadcast
service delivered across a plurality of broadcast streams
at the same time as described above, there are cases in
which a plurality of broadcast streams are received at
the same time by a plurality of tuners mounted on one
device, and there are cases in which a plurality of broad-
cast streams are received at the same time by a plurality
of devices in which only one tuner is mounted.
[0191] In a case where a plurality of devices are asso-
ciated, it is necessary for tuner control systems thereof
to appropriately select and control the broadcast service
which requires a simultaneous reception process on the
basis of the latest SLS (S-TSID metadata).
[0192] For example, in the use case described above,
in the delivery configuration in the time zone T1-T2 illus-
trated in Fig. 11, since the service 2 is delivered across
the two broadcast streams (bsid-1 and bsid-2), it is nec-
essary to receive the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) and
the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-1) at the same time.
[0193] On the other hand, in the delivery configuration
in the time zone T2-T3 illustrated in Fig. 15, the service
1 is delivered across the three broadcast streams (bsid-
1, bsid-2, and bsid-3), it is necessary to receive the broad-
cast streams (bsid-1, bsid-2, and bsid-3) at the same
time.
[0194] In the present technology, the tuners and the
mapping management serving as the allocation control
of the broadcast services to be received by the respective
tuners are implemented using a message between the
FW proxy devices 10 using universal plug and play (UP-
nP), a simple service discovery protocol (SSDP), or the
like.
[0195] Further, the UPnP is a protocol that enables a
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device to join a target network simply by connecting the
device. Further, the SSDP is one of protocols used in the
UPnP and searches for a device on a network or performs
a response.
[0196] In other words, by causing a plurality of FW
proxy devices 10 connected to the network 30 to have
the master/slave relation, the master proxy device 10M
can appropriately redirect a segment request from the
client device 20 to each FW proxy device 10.
[0197] The master/slave relation between the FW
proxy devices 10 may be set manually each time the FW
proxy device 10 is added to the network 30 or may be
decided by the FW proxy devices 10 performing a nego-
tiation according to their own capability attribute (a
processing capability, a storage capacity, or the like) or
the like, for example.
[0198] The FW proxy device 10 serving as the master
(the master proxy device 10M) releases, for example, an
application programming interface (API) for adjusting the
service responsible range through the SSDP of the UPnP
or the like, and allocates the service responsible range
to the FW proxy device 10 serving as the slave (the slave
proxy device 10S) through the API. Further, here, a da-
tabase (hereinafter referred to as a "proxy-service re-
sponsible range database") for allocating the service re-
sponsible range to each FW proxy device 10 is generat-
ed, and the service responsible range is allocated to each
FW proxy device 10.
[0199] In a case where a segment request or an appli-
cation acquisition request is received from the client de-
vice 20, the master proxy device 10M appropriately per-
forms redirection to the target FW proxy device 10 with
reference to the proxy-service responsible range data-
base. Further, each FW proxy device 10 which has re-
ceived the redirection acquires the broadcast stream
within the allocated service responsible range.
[0200] However, in the master proxy device 10M, when
the proxy-service responsible range database is con-
structed, the latest SLT metadata or S-TSID metadata is
parsed, and in a case where a certain broadcast service
includes a plurality of ROUTE sessions, and the ROUTE
sessions are detected to be provided from different
broadcast streams, the proxy-service responsible range
database is constructed as follows.
[0201] In other words, in the master proxy device 10M,
in a case where the broadcast service such as the broad-
band service is delivered at the same time across a plu-
rality of broadcast streams, the proxy-service responsi-
ble range database is constructed so that a plurality of
broadcast streams which have to be simultaneously re-
ceived are distributed to different FW proxy devices 10
(the tuners) . In other words, under the assumption that
the tuner capable of receiving only one broadcast stream
is installed in each FW proxy device 10, the proxy-service
responsible range database is constructed so that the
tuners can perform a simultaneous parallel reception
process for the broadcast streams.
[0202] The process flow described above can be sum-

marized as in a flowchart of Fig. 20.
[0203] In other words, first, the master proxy device
10M or the slave proxy device 10S detects the occur-
rence (or update of the configuration) of the broadcast
service across different broadcast streams which is given
in notification by update of the SLT metadata or S-TSID
metadata (S1).
[0204] Next, the master proxy device 10M decides a
responsible service responsible range of the master
proxy device 10M and the slave proxy device 10S (S2).
In this case, the proxy-service responsible range data-
base is generated so that a plurality of broadcast streams
which have to be received at the same time are distrib-
uted to the different FW proxy devices 10.
[0205] Then, in a case where a request from the client
device 20 is received, the master proxy device 10M per-
forms redirection to the target FW proxy device 10 with
reference to the proxy-service responsible range data-
base (S3). Accordingly, each FW proxy device 10 which
has received the redirection acquires the broadcast
stream within the allocated service responsible range
and transmits the broadcast stream to the client device
20 via the network 30.
[0206] Further, in the master proxy device 10M, each
time a broadcast service across different broadcast
streams appears, the service responsible range respon-
sible by each of the slave proxy devices 10S that share
the same master proxy device 10M operating in the same
network 30 is reset, and the proxy-service responsible
range database is updated. Accordingly, the responsible
range of each FW proxy device 10 is allocated so that a
plurality of broadcast streams in which the same broad-
cast service is delivered can be processed at the same
time.
[0207] Here, a process of changing the service respon-
sible range of the FW proxy device 10 in the case where
the SLT metadata or the S-TSID metadata is updated,
and the broadcast service across a plurality of broadcast
streams appears will be described. Further, since the
SLT metadata or the S-TSID metadata in which the de-
livery configuration is updated is limited to the broadcast
stream in which the shared broadcast service is deliv-
ered, the FW proxy device 10 which detects the change
in the delivery configuration triggers the update of the
proxy-service responsible range database.
[0208] In the following example, it is assumed that, in
the two slave proxy devices 10S (10S-1 and 10S-2), the
service responsible range is already allocated, and in the
slave proxy device 10S-2, the updated of the SLT meta-
data or the S-TSID metadata obtained from the broadcast
stream being received is detected. Further, in general,
the detection of the update of the delivery configuration
occurs at the same time in a plurality of slave proxy de-
vices 10S, but here, for the sake of convenience of de-
scription, the update of the delivery configuration is as-
sumed to be detected only in the slave proxy device 10S-
2.
[0209] Further, in the following example, similarly to
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the use case described above, the delivery configura-
tions in the time zone T1-T2 and the time zone T2-T3 in
a case where times T1, T2, and T3 sequentially elapse
on a certain time axis will be described as an example.
In other words, in the time zone T1-T2, the delivery con-
figuration illustrated in Fig. 11 is applied, and in the time
zone T2-T3, the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig.
15 is applied.

(Configuration of BS-1 in time zone T1-T2)

[0210] Fig. 21 is a diagram illustrating examples of the
SLT metadata and the S-TSID metadata flowing in the
broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) in the delivery configuration
illustrated in Fig. 11 in the time zone T1-T2.
[0211] In Fig. 21, in the SLT metadata of the broadcast
stream 1 (bsid-1), bsid = bsid-1 is designated as the bsid
attribute, and two broadcast services are arranged in a
service loop.
[0212] In the SLT metadata, one broadcast service out
of the two broadcast services is a service 1 in which serv-
iceId = svc-1 is designated as the service ID, and a trans-
mission destination IP address of SLS (SLS-svc-1) of the
service 1 which is dIpAddr-svc-1 is designated as an
slsDestinationIpAddress attribute of a BroadcastSvcSig-
naling element.
[0213] The S-TSID metadata transmitted as the SLS
(SLS-svc-1) of the service 1 indicates that the service 1
(svc-1) is constituted by one ROUTE session (dIpAddr-
svc-1).
[0214] Further, in the SLT metadata, the other broad-
cast service out of the two broadcast services is a service
2 in which serviceId = svc-2 is designated as the service
ID, and a transmission destination IP address of SLS
(SLS-svc-2) of the service 2 which is dIpAddr-svc-2 is
designated as the slsDestinationIpAddress attribute of
the BroadcastSvcSignaling element.
[0215] The S-TSID metadata transmitted as the SLS
(SLS-svc-2) of the service 2 indicates that the service 2
(svc-2) is constituted by two ROUTE sessions (dIpAddr-
svc-2), one ROUTE session is transferred through the
broadcast stream 1 having bsid = bsid-1, and the other
ROUTE session is transferred through the broadcast
stream 2 having bsid = bsid-2.

(Configuration of BS-2 in time zone T1-T2)

[0216] Fig. 22 is a diagram illustrating examples of the
SLT metadata and the S-TSID metadata flowing in the
broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2) in the delivery configuration
illustrated in Fig. 11 in the time zone T1-T2.
[0217] In Fig. 22, in the SLT metadata of the broadcast
stream 2 (bsid-2), bsid = bsid-2 is designated as the bsid
attribute, and a single broadcast service is arranged in
the service loop. The broadcast service is a service 2 in
which serviceId = svc-2 is designated as the service ID,
and a transmission destination IP address of SLS (SLS-
svc-2) of the service 2 which is dIpAddr-svc-2 is desig-

nated.
[0218] The S-TSID metadata transmitted as the SLS
(SLS-svc-2) of the service 2 indicates that the service 2
(svc-2) is constituted by two ROUTE sessions (dIpAddr-
svc-2), one ROUTE session is transferred through the
broadcast stream 1 having bsid = bsid-1, and the other
ROUTE session is transferred through the broadcast
stream 2 having bsid = bsid-2.
[0219] Further, content of the SLS (SLS-svc-2) of the
service 2 in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 is common content.

(Configuration of BS-3 in time zone T1-T2)

[0220] Fig. 23 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the SLT metadata and the S-TSID metadata flowing in
the broadcast stream 3 (bsid-3) in the delivery configu-
ration illustrated in Fig. 11 in the time zone T1-T2.
[0221] In Fig. 23, in the SLT metadata of the broadcast
stream 3 (bsid-3), bsid = bsid-3 is designated as the bsid
attribute, and a single broadcast service is arranged in
the service loop. The broadcast service is a service 3 in
which serviceId = svc-3 is designated as the service ID,
and a transmission destination IP address of SLS (SLS-
svc-3) of the service 3 which is dIpAddr-svc-3 is desig-
nated.
[0222] The S-TSID metadata transmitted as the SLS
(SLS-svc-3) of the service 3 indicates that the service 3
(svc-3) is constituted by one ROUTE session.
[0223] The content of the SLT metadata and the S-
TSID metadata flowing in the respective broadcast
streams (bsid-1, bsid-2, and bsid-3) in the delivery con-
figuration in the time zone T1-T2 illustrated in Fig. 11 has
been described above with reference to Figs. 21 to 23.
Next, content of the SLT metadata and the S-TSID meta-
data flowing in the respective broadcast streams (bsid-
1, bsid-2, and bsid-3) in the delivery configuration in the
time zone T2-T3 illustrated in Fig. 15 will be described
with reference to Figs. 24 to 26.

(Configuration of BS-1 in time zone T2-T3)

[0224] Fig. 24 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the SLT metadata and the S-TSID metadata flowing in
the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) in the delivery configu-
ration illustrated in Fig. 15 in the time zone T2-T3.
[0225] In Fig. 24, in the SLT metadata of the broadcast
stream 1 (bsid-1), bsid = bsid-1 is designated as the bsid
attribute, and a single broadcast service is arranged in
the service loop. This broadcast service is a service 1 in
which serviceId = svc-1 is designated as the service ID,
and a transmission destination IP address of SLS (SLS-
svc-1) of the service 1 which is dIpAddr-svc-1 is desig-
nated as the slsDestinationIpAddress attribute of the
BroadcastSvcSignaling element.
[0226] The S-TSID metadata transmitted as the SLS
(SLS-svc-1) of the service 1 indicates that the service 1
(svc-1) is constituted by three ROUTE sessions (dIpAd-
dr-svc-1).
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[0227] In other words, in the S-TSID metadata of Fig.
24, the first ROUTE session 1-1 (dIpAddr-svc-1) is trans-
ferred through the broadcast stream 1 having bsid = bsid-
1. Similarly, the second ROUTE session 2-1 (dIpAddr-
svc-1) is transferred through the broadcast stream 2 hav-
ing bsid = bsid-2, and the third ROUTEsession 3-1 (dI-
pAddr-svc-1) is transferred through the broadcast stream
3 having bsid = bsid-3.

(Configuration of BS-2 in time zone T2-T3)

[0228] Fig. 25 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the SLT metadata and the S-TSID metadata flowing in
the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2) in the delivery configu-
ration illustrated in Fig. 15 in the time zone T2-T3.
[0229] In Fig. 25, in the SLT metadata of the broadcast
stream 2 (bsid-2), bsid = bsid-2 is designated as the bsid
attribute, and a single broadcast service is arranged in
the service loop. This broadcast service is a service 1 in
which serviceId = svc-1 is designated as the service ID,
and a transmission destination IP address of SLS (SLS-
svc-1) of the service 1 which is dIpAddr-svc-1 is desig-
nated.
[0230] The S-TSID metadata transmitted as the SLS
(SLS-svc-1) of the service 1 indicates that the service 1
(svc-1) is constituted by three ROUTE sessions (dIpAd-
dr-svc-1). It is indicated that content of the SLS (SLS-
svc-1) of the service 1 of Fig. 25 is common to the content
of the SLS (SLS-svc-1) of the service 1 of Fig. 24, and
the three ROUTE sessions constituting the service 1 are
constituted by a plurality of broadcast streams (bsid-1,
bsid-2, and bsid-3).

(Configuration of BS-3 in time zone T2-T3)

[0231] Fig. 26 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the SLT metadata and the S-TSID metadata flowing in
broadcast stream 3 (bsid-3) in the delivery configuration
illustrated in Fig. 15 in the time zone T2-T3.
[0232] In Fig. 26, in the SLT metadata, bsid = bsid-3
is designated as the bsid attribute, and a single broadcast
service is arranged in the service loop. The broadcast
service is a service 1 in which serviceId = svc-1 is des-
ignated as the service ID, and a transmission destination
IP address of SLS (SLS-svc-1) of the service 1 which is
dIpAddr-svc-1 is designated.
[0233] The S-TSID metadata transmitted as the SLS
(SLS-svc-1) of the service 1 indicates that the service 1
(svc-1) is constituted by three ROUTE sessions. It is in-
dicated that content of the SLS (SLS-svc-1) of the service
1 of Fig. 26 is common to the content of the SLS (SLS-
svc-1) of the service 1 of Figs. 24 and 25, and the three
ROUTE sessions constituting the service 1 is constituted
by a plurality of broadcast streams (bsid-1, bsid-2, and
bsid-3).
[0234] As described above, in the delivery configura-
tion in the time zone T1-T2 illustrated in Fig. 11 and the
delivery configuration in the time zone T2-T3 illustrated

in Fig. 15, the delivery configuration changes for each
time zone, but along with the change, the SLT metadata
and the S-TSID metadata are updated, and content
thereof is changed. Specifically, in a case where the de-
livery configuration changes between the time zone T1-
T2 and the time zone T2-T3, the content of the SLT meta-
data and the S-TSID metadata is updated from the con-
tent illustrated in Figs. 21 to 23 to the content illustrated
in Figs. 24 to 26.
[0235] Further, for example, as a notification indicating
that the slave proxy device 10S-2 among the FW proxy
devices 10 connected to the network 30 detects the up-
date of the SLT metadata or the S-TSID metadata is given
to the master proxy device 10M, the master proxy device
10M updates the proxy-service responsible range data-
base using the notification as a trigger.

(Allocation process of service responsible range when 
SLT or S-TSID is updated)

[0236] Next, a flow of an allocation process of the serv-
ice responsible range when the updated of the SLT meta-
data or the S-TSID metadata is detected will be described
with reference to a flowchart of Fig. 27.
[0237] Here, in the description of Fig. 27, it is assumed
that the master/slave relation is established between the
master proxy device 10M and the slave proxy devices
10S-1 and 10S-2.
[0238] Further, in the following description, the slave
proxy 161 operated in the slave proxy device 10S-1 is
referred to as a slave proxy 161-1 (abbreviated as a
"slave proxy 1" in Fig. 27), while the slave proxy 161
operated in the slave proxy device 10S-2 is referred to
as a slave proxy 161-2 (abbreviated as a "slave proxy 2"
in Fig. 27) for distinguishing.
[0239] Further, in Fig. 27, a process of steps S101 to
S106 is executed by the master proxy device 10M. On
the other hand, a process of steps S111 to S114 is exe-
cuted by the slave proxy device 10S-1, and a process of
steps S121 to S126 is executed by the slave proxy device
10S-2.
[0240] If the update of the SLT metadata or the S-TSID
metadata is detected in the slave proxy device 10S-2
(S121), in step S122, in order to check the presence of
the master proxy 111, the slave proxy 161-2 transmits a
presence check message to a device connected to the
network 30 through the communication I/F 152 in a mul-
ticast manner.
[0241] Further, as described above, since the mas-
ter/slave relation is established between the master
proxy device 10M and the slave proxy device 10S-2, the
master proxy device 10M is known to the slave proxy
device 10S-2, but the slave proxy device 10S-2 acts as
if it does not know, and thus the same process sequence
as in a case where the slave proxy device 10S-2 is newly
added to the network 30 can be performed.
[0242] In steps S101 and S102, the master proxy 111
generates a setting management API in accordance with
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the message transmitted in the multicast manner, and
gives a notification (renotification) to the slave proxy de-
vice 10S-1 and the slave proxy device 10S-2 via the net-
work 30.
[0243] In step S123, the slave proxy 161-2 controls the
tuner 151 in accordance with the notification from the
master proxy device 10M such that the broadcast service
is scanned. Here, for example, an initial scan process is
performed by the tuner 151, so that a service scanning
result indicating the broadcast service receivable by the
slave proxy device 10S-2 is obtained from the SLT meta-
data or the like transmitted as the LLS.
[0244] At this time, in the slave proxy device 10S-1 in
which the slave proxy 161-1 operates, rescanning of the
broadcast service is performed in accordance with a no-
tification from the master proxy device 10M, and the serv-
ice scanning result is obtained (S111). Further, in the
master proxy device 10M in which the master proxy 111
operates, rescanning of the broadcast service is per-
formed, and the service scanning result is obtained
(S103).
[0245] Here, it is arbitrary whether or not the service
scan is performed by the master proxy device 10M and
the slave proxy device 10S-1 at a timing at which the
slave proxy device 10S-2 performs the service scan.
[0246] When the scanning of the broadcast service
(S123) ends, the slave proxy 161-2 transmits a notifica-
tion of the service scanning result and a request for the
service responsible range to the master proxy 111 (S124
and S125).
[0247] Similarly, when the scanning of the broadcast
service (S111) ends, the slave proxy 161-1 transmits a
notification of the service scanning result and a request
for the service responsible range to the master proxy 111
(S112 and S113).
[0248] The service scanning result and the service re-
sponsible range request transmitted by the slave proxy
devices 10S-1 and 10S-2 are received by the master
proxy device 10M.
[0249] In step S104, the master proxy 111 decides the
service responsible range on the basis of the service
scanning result.
[0250] Here, as the service scanning result, the service
scanning result of the master proxy device 10M itself, the
existing service scanning result of the slave proxy device
10S-1, and the new service scanning result of the slave
proxy device 10S-2 are obtained. Then, the master proxy
111 decides the service responsible range of each FW
proxy device 10 in accordance with the delivery config-
uration information or the priority information using the
service scanning results.
[0251] Here, for example, the delivery configuration in-
formation is information indicating that a single broadcast
service (broadband service or the like) obtained as a re-
sult of parsing the latest SLT metadata and the latest S-
TSID metadata is delivered across a plurality of broad-
cast streams . Further, for example, the priority informa-
tion is information indicating the priority between the

ROUTE sessions obtained as a result of parsing the latest
S-TSID metadata.
[0252] Here, for example, in a case where the broad-
cast service such as the broadband service is delivered
across a plurality of broadcast streams, the proxy-service
responsible range database in which each FW proxy de-
vice 10 (the master proxy 111 or the slave proxies 161-1
and 161-2) is associated with the service responsible
range is generated and stored in the storage unit 103 so
that a plurality of broadcast streams that need to be re-
ceived simultaneously are distributed to different FW
proxy devices 10 (the tuners).
[0253] Further, when the proxy-service responsible
range database is generated, the master proxy device
10M may allocate the service responsible range to the
FW proxy device 10 in view of various kinds of predeter-
mined policies (rules) in addition to the delivery configu-
ration information or the priority information obtained
from the S-TSID metadata or the like.
[0254] As such policies, for example, all receivable
broadcast services within a target area may be mechan-
ically allocated to a plurality of FW proxy devices 10, or
a group of broadcast services with a high access fre-
quency may be preferentially allocated so that a load is
distributed in consideration of viewing history of the end
user. Further, in order to increase the speed of the zap-
ping of the broadcast service (channel), various rules
such as grouping broadcast services which can be re-
ceived at the same time may be selected.
[0255] In step S105, the master proxy 111 notifies the
slave proxy 161-1 and the slave proxy 161-2 of the serv-
ice responsible range obtained in the process of step
S104.
[0256] The slave proxy device 10S-2 in which the slave
proxy 161-2 operates controls the tuner 151 on the basis
of the service responsible range information from the
master proxy device 10M such that preparation for tuning
of the broadcast service of its own responsible range is
performed (S126).
[0257] Similarly, the slave proxy device 10S-1 in which
the slave proxy 161-2 operates also performs preparation
for tuning of the broadcast service of its own responsible
range corresponding to the service responsible range
information from the master proxy device 10M (S114) .
Further, the master proxy device 10M also performs
preparation for tuning of the broadcast service of its own
responsible range (S106).
[0258] As described above, in each FW proxy device
10 connected to the network 30, the preparation for the
tuning of the broadcast service of its own responsible
range is completed, and an appropriate FW proxy device
10 in the network 30 deals with the request for the DASH
segment from the client device 20.
[0259] Here, Fig. 28 to Fig. 31 illustrate more specific
examples of the allocation of the service responsible
range.
[0260] Further, in the following example, similarly to
the use case described above, the delivery configura-
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tions in the time zone T1-T2 and the time zone T2-T3 in
a case where times T1, T2, and T3 sequentially elapse
on a certain time axis will be described as an example.
In other words, in the time zone T1-T2, the delivery con-
figuration illustrated in Fig. 11 is applied, and in the time
zone T2-T3, the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig.
15 is applied.

(Allocation of service responsible range in time zone T1-
T2)

[0261] Fig. 28 is a diagram illustrating an example of
mapping between the broadcast streams (bsid-1, bsid-
2, and bsid-3) and the FW proxy device 10 in the delivery
configuration illustrated in Fig. 11 in the time zone T1-T2.
[0262] Since Fig. 28 illustrates the service scanning
result of the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig. 11,
as the broadcast service receivable by the FW proxy de-
vice 10 connected to the network 30, a service 1 (svc-1)
and a service 2.1 (svc-2) of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-
1), a service 2.2 (svc-2) of the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-
2), and a service 3 (svc-3) of the broadcast stream 3
(bsid-3) are scanned.
[0263] Further, the service 2.1 and the service 2.2 are
the same service 2 (svc-2) which is delivered across a
plurality of broadcast streams (bsid-1 and bsid-2).
[0264] The master proxy 111 operating in the master
proxy device 10M decides the responsible range of the
broadcast service responsible by the master proxy 111
and the slave proxy 161 on the basis of these service
scanning results.
[0265] Here, in the example of Fig. 28, among the
scanned broadcast services, the service 1 and the serv-
ice 2.1 are allocated to the service responsible range of
the master proxy 111, the service 2.2 is allocated to the
service responsible range of the slave proxy 161-1, and
the service 3 is allocated to the service responsible range
of slave proxy 161-2.
[0266] In other words, in the example of Fig. 28, the
service 2 (svc-2) is delivered across the broadcast
stream 1 (bsid-1) and the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2),
and a simultaneous operation of the master proxy device
10M and the slave proxy device 10S-1 is guaranteed at
all times. Therefore, among the services 2 (svc-2), the
service 2.1 is allocated to the master proxy 111 operating
in the master proxy device 10M, and the service 2.2 is
allocated to the slave proxy 161-1 operating in the slave
proxy device 10S-1.
[0267] Further, for example, since the slave proxy de-
vice 10S-2 is the FW proxy device 10 which may undergo
a power outage, that is, the FW proxy device 10 in which
a simultaneous operation is not guaranteed at all times,
the service 3 which is provided as a single broadcast
service is allocated to the slave proxy 161-2 operating in
the slave proxy device 10S-2.

(Allocation of service responsible range in time zone T2-
T3)

[0268] Fig. 29 is a diagram illustrating an example of
mapping between the broadcast streams (bsid-1, bsid-
2, and bsid-3) and the FW proxy device 10 in the delivery
configuration illustrated in Fig. 15 in the time zone T2-T3.
[0269] Since Fig. 29 illustrates the service scanning
result of the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig. 15,
as the broadcast service receivable by the FW proxy de-
vice 10 connected to the network 30, a service 1.1 (svc-
1) of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1), a service 1.2 (svc-
1) of the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2), and a service 1.3
(svc-1) of the broadcast stream 3 (bsid-3) are scanned.
[0270] Further, the service 1.1, the service 1.2, and the
service 1.3 are the same service 1 (svc-1) which is de-
livered across a plurality of broadcast streams (bsid-1,
bsid-2, and bsid-3) .
[0271] The master proxy 111 operating in the master
proxy device 10M decides the responsible range of the
broadcast service responsible by the master proxy 111
and the slave proxy 161 on the basis of these service
scanning results.
[0272] In the example of Fig. 29, among the scanned
broadcast services, the service 1.1 is allocated to the
service responsible range of master proxy 111, the serv-
ice 1.2 is allocated to the service responsible range of
slave proxy 161-1, and the service 1.3 is allocated to the
service responsible range of slave proxy 161-2.
[0273] In other words, in the example of Fig. 29, the
service 1 (svc-1) is delivered across the three broadcast
streams (bsid-1, bsid-2, and bsid-3), and a simultaneous
operation of the master proxy device 10M and the slave
proxy devices 10S-1 and 10S-2 is guaranteed at all times.
[0274] Therefore, among the services 1 (svc-1), the
service 1.1 is allocated to the master proxy 111 operating
in master proxy device 10M, the service 1.2 is allocated
to the slave proxy 161-1 operating in the slave proxy de-
vice 10S-1, and the service 1.3 is allocated to the slave
proxy 161-2 operating in the slave proxy device 10S-2.

(Allocation of service responsible range in time zone T2-
T3 in case where there are limitation to number of proxies 
and priority designation)

[0275] Fig. 30 is a diagram illustrating an example of
mapping between the broadcast streams (bsid-1, bsid-
2, and bsid-3) and the FW proxy device 10 in the delivery
configuration illustrated in Fig. 15 in the time zone T2-T3
in a case where there is a limitation to the number of FW
proxy devices 10 capable of performing simultaneous
reception, and there are different priority designations
between ROUTE sessions.
[0276] Since Fig. 30 illustrates the service scanning
result of the delivery configuration illustrated in Fig. 15,
as the broadcast service receivable by the FW proxy de-
vice 10 connected to the network 30, similarly to Fig. 29,
a service 1.1 (svc-1) of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1),
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a service 1.2 (svc-1) of the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2),
and a service 1.3 (svc-1) of the broadcast stream 3 (bsid-
3) are scanned.
[0277] Further, the service 1.1, the service 1.2, and the
service 1.3 are the same service 1 (svc-1) which is de-
livered across a plurality of broadcast streams (bsid-1,
bsid-2, and bsid-3), and for example, the service 1.1 in-
cludes the ROUTE session for transferring the stream of
the base layer, and the service 1.2 and the service 1.3
include the ROUTE session for transferring the stream
of the enhancement layer.
[0278] The master proxy 111 operating in the master
proxy device 10M decides the responsible range of the
broadcast service responsible by the master proxy 111
and the slave proxy 161 on the basis of these service
scanning results.
[0279] Here, in the example of Fig. 30, only the master
proxy device 10M and the slave proxy device 10S-1 are
connected to the network 30, and there is a limitation to
the number of FW proxy devices 10 capable of perform-
ing simultaneous reception, and thus the responsible
range of the broadcast service responsible by the master
proxy 111 and the slave proxy 161 is decided in accord-
ance with the priority between the ROUTE sessions.
[0280] In other words, in the example of Fig. 30, al-
though the service 1 (svc-1) is delivered across the three
broadcast streams (bsid-1, bsid-2, and bsid-3), it is a con-
figuration of one master proxy device 10M and one slave
proxy device 10S-1, and thus it is difficult to receive all
the broadcast streams.
[0281] On the other hand, the simultaneous operation
of the master proxy device 10M and the slave proxy de-
vice 10S-1 is guaranteed at all times. Further, at this time,
as illustrated in Fig. 31, in the S-TSID metadata, a priority
of priority = high is designated in the ROUTE session of
the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) and the broadcast stream
3 (bsid-3), whereas a priority of priority = low priority is
designated in the ROUTE session of the broadcast
stream 2 (bsid-2).
[0282] In this case, since the priority of the ROUTE
session of the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2) is lower than
that of the broadcast streams 1 and 3, in the configuration
with the two FW proxy devices 10, the master proxy 111
preferentially allocates (the service 1.1 and the service
1.3 of) the broadcast streams 1 and 3 to the master proxy
111 operating in master proxy device 10M and the slave
proxy 161 operating in the slave proxy device 10S-1. In
other words, the slave proxy 161 that performs the simul-
taneous reception process is not allocated to the broad-
cast stream 2 in which a priority between the ROUTE
sessions is relatively low.
[0283] Further, in a case where the master proxy 111
receives a segment request of the service 1.2 from the
client device 20 connected to the network 30, since the
reception processing of the service 1.2 is not necessarily
guaranteed, for example, the segment is acquired via
communication. A configuration corresponding to the de-
livery via the communication is illustrated in Fig. 50. Fur-

ther, the reception of the delivery via the communication
is not limited to being performed by the master proxy
device 10M in which the master proxy 111 operates and
may be performed by, for example, the slave proxy device
10S or the client device 20 itself.
[0284] The flow of the allocation process of the service
responsible range in the case where the update of the
SLT metadata or the S-TSID metadata is detected has
been described above.

(Segment request redirection process)

[0285] Next, a flow of a segment request redirection
process will be described with reference to a flowchart
of Fig. 32.
[0286] The description of Fig. 32 will proceed with an
example in which the client device 20 is connected to the
network 30 in which the master proxy device 10M and
one slave proxy device 10S are located, and the client
device 20 gives an instruction to reproduce content de-
livered via broadcasting.
[0287] In other words, the segment request redirection
process of Fig. 32 is a process performed after the allo-
cation process of the service responsible range de-
scribed with reference to Fig. 27. Here, for the sake of
simplicity of description, in the description of Fig. 32, an
example in which only one slave proxy device 10S is
connected will be described.
[0288] Further, in Fig. 32, a process of steps S141 to
S145 is executed by the client device 20. On the other
hand, a process of steps S142 and S151 to S152 is ex-
ecuted by the master proxy device 10M, and a process
of steps S161 to S164 is executed by the slave proxy
device 10S.
[0289] In Fig. 32, if the client device 20 establishes a
connection with the network 30 (S141), a master proxy
setting process is performed between the client device
20 and the master proxy device 10M (S142) . In the mas-
ter proxy setting process, a connection between the client
device 20 and the master proxy 111 operating in the mas-
ter proxy device 10M is established.
[0290] Further, as a method in which the client device
20 discovers the master proxy 111 operating in the mas-
ter proxy device 10M and establishing a connection, sev-
eral methods, for example, a method using a dynamic
host configuration protocol (DHCP) server, a method us-
ing web proxy auto discovery (WPAD), or the like are
considered, but a connection is established using one of
these methods.
[0291] In step S143, the application 211 transmits a
request for a service-MPD table to the master proxy 111.
[0292] In the process of step S143, the request for the
service-MPD table transmitted by the client device 20 is
received by the master proxy device 10M via the network
30.
[0293] In step S151, the master proxy 111 generates
the service-MPD table in response to the request of the
table received from the client device 20, and transmits a
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response to the client device 20 via the network 30.
[0294] Here, the service-MPD table is a table in which
the broadcast service and the MPD metadata are asso-
ciated with each other. The service-MPD table is gener-
ated from the SLS. Further, here, for the sake of simplicity
of description, the service-MPD table is described as be-
ing generated by the master proxy 111, but the service-
MPD table may be generated by the SLS processing sys-
tem 113.
[0295] In the process of step S151, the service-MPD
table transmitted by the master proxy device 10M is re-
ceived by the client device 20 via the network 30.
[0296] In step S144, the application 211 transmits a
request for the DASH segment to the master proxy 111
on the basis of the MPD metadata corresponding to a
desired broadcast service with reference to the service-
MPD table received from the master proxy device 10M.
[0297] In the process of step S144, the request for the
DASH segment transmitted by the client device 20 is re-
ceived by the master proxy device 10M via the network
30.
[0298] In step S152, the master proxy 111 determines
an allocation of the request for the DASH segment re-
ceived from the client device 20 to the slave proxy 161
with reference to the proxy-service responsible range da-
tabase, and performs the redirection in accordance with
a determination result.
[0299] Accordingly, the request for the DASH segment
from (the application 211 of) the client device 20 is redi-
rected to an appropriate slave proxy 161 by the master
proxy 111.
[0300] Further, here, for the sake of simplicity of de-
scription, the notification of the request for the DASH seg-
ment to be redirected is described as being directly given
from the master proxy 111 to the slave proxy 161, but in
practice, the notification is indirectly given from the mas-
ter proxy 111 to the slave proxy 161 via the client device
20 as indicated by a dotted line in Fig. 32.
[0301] In the process of step S152, the request for the
DASH segment redirected by the master proxy device
10M is received by the slave proxy device 10S in which
the slave proxy 161 determined to be appropriate oper-
ates.
[0302] In step S162, the slave proxy 161 determines
whether or not prior service tuning is performed. Further,
in the slave proxy device 10S, the service tuning can be
performed in advance for the broadcast service of the
responsible range in a case where resources are enough
(S161).
[0303] Here, in a case where resources are not
enough, and the prior service tuning is not performed in
the process of step S161, "NO" is determined in the de-
termination process of step S162, and the process pro-
ceeds to step S163.
[0304] In step S163, the slave proxy 161 controls the
tuner 151 on the basis of the request for the DASH seg-
ment received from the master proxy device 10M such
that the broadcast service is tuned. Accordingly, a DASH

segment file corresponding to the request for the DASH
segment is acquired from the broadcast server 40 via
broadcasting.
[0305] On the other hand, in a case where resources
are enough, and the prior service tuning is performed in
the process of step S161, since the stream of the broad-
cast service of the responsible range obtained from the
broadcast server 40 via broadcasting has already been
developed, the process of step S163 is skipped. In this
case, the DASH segment file corresponding to the re-
quest for the DASH segment is acquired from the devel-
oped stream.
[0306] If the DASH segment file is acquired, the proc-
ess proceeds to step S164. In step S164, the slave proxy
161 transmits the DASH segment file received from the
broadcast server 40 to the client device 20 connected to
the network 30 through the communication I/F 102.
[0307] In the process of step S164, the DASH segment
file transmitted (transferred) by the slave proxy device
10S is received by the client device 20 via the network 30.
[0308] In the client device 20, the browser 212 repro-
duces the DASH segment file received from the slave
proxy device 10S (S145). Accordingly, in the client device
20, content such as a program delivered via broadcasting
is reproduced.
[0309] The flow of the segment request redirection
process has been described above.

(Transmission side process)

[0310] Next, a flow of a transmission side process will
be described with reference to the flowchart of Fig. 33.
[0311] InstepS201, the component processing unit
401 processes data of a component constituting content
such as a program. Here, for example, an encoding proc-
ess or the like such as the scalable video coding is per-
formed on data such as a video, an audio, and a subtitle.
[0312] In step S202, the control information generating
unit 402 generates control information of an upper layer.
In this case, the LLS, the SLS, and the like are generated
as the control information of the upper layer. For example,
in a case where the broadcast service is delivered across
a plurality of broadcast streams, information such as the
delivery configuration information or the priority informa-
tion is included in the S-TSID metadata of the SLS.
[0313] In step S203, the ESG generating unit 403 gen-
erates the ESG information. Here, for example, in a case
where the broadcast service is delivered across a plural-
ity of broadcast streams, the delivery configuration infor-
mation is included in a schedule fragment of the ESG
information. Further, the ESG information will be de-
scribed later in detail with reference to Figs. 34 to 49.
[0314] In step S204, the multiplexer 404 multiplexes a
stream of the component obtained in the process of step
S201, a stream of the control information of the upper
layer obtained in the process of step S202, and a stream
of the ESG information obtained in the process of step
S203. Further, in step S204, the data processing unit 405
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processes a multiplexed stream obtained as a result of
multiplexing, and generates transmission data having a
predetermined format.
[0315] In step S205, the transmitting unit 406 transmits
the transmission data obtained in the process of step
S204 to the transmitting facility of the transmitting station
50 via a dedicated line. Then, the transmission facility in
the transmitting station 50 executes a necessary
processing (a modulation process or the like) on the
transmission data from the broadcast server 40, and
transmits a broadcast signal obtained as a result.
[0316] The flow of the transmission side process has
been described above.

<6. Notification to end user by ESG>

[0317] By the way, the presence of a single broadcast
service across a plurality of broadcast streams is given
in notification (signaled) by the SLS, but since the SLS
is delivered just before a relevant service is started, for
example, the reception side is unable to know the pres-
ence of such a broadcast service a few minutes ago or
a few hours ago, or a few hours ago. For this preliminary
announcement, an electronic service guide (ESG) can
be used.
[0318] For example, the ESG in ATSC 3.0 is provided
as one service, and in order to acquire the ESG service,
it is acquired by searching for one in which a service
category is set as the ESG service in a service entry of
the SLT metadata. Further, the SLT metadata are de-
scribed in detail in "Table 6.2 SLT XML Format" of Non-
Patent Document 2 below.
Non-Patent Document 2: ATSC Candidate Standard:

Signaling, Delivery, Synchronization, and Error Protec-
tion (A/331)

(1) Configuration of ESG service in case of first delivery 
configuration

[0319] First, a configuration example of the ESG serv-
ice in the case of a first delivery configuration will be de-
scribed. In the first delivery configuration, the ROUTE
sessions (RouteSession-1-1 and RouteSession-1-2) of
two independent broadcast services (Service-1 and
Service-2) are transferred through the broadcast stream
1 (bsid-1).

(Configuration example of ESG service of first delivery 
configuration)

[0320] Fig. 34 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the ESG service in the case of the first delivery
configuration.
[0321] A broadcast stream 1 having bsid = bsid-1 as
a broadcast stream ID is constituted by three ROUTE
sessions (RouteSession-1-1, RouteSession-1-2, and
RouteSession-1-esg). Two broadcast services (Service-

1 and Service-2) are respectively carried through the
ROUTE session 1-1 (dIpAddr-svc-1) and the ROUTE
session 1-2 (dIpAddr-svc-2), and each of the broadcast
services (svc-1 and svc-2) includes a plurality of pro-
grams (Content) in a time direction.
[0322] In Fig. 34, when a direction from a left side to a
right side in the drawing is a direction of time, in the serv-
ice 1 (svc-1) , content 1-1 (cnt-1-1) is delivered from a
time t1 to a time t2, and after the time t2, content 1-2 (cnt-
1-2) is delivered. Further, in the service 2 (svc-2), content
2-1 (cnt-2-1) is delivered from the time t1 to the time t2,
and after the time t2, content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) is delivered.
[0323] A notification of program scheduling of each
broadcast service is given to the reception side through
an ESG service (svc-esg-1) transferred through the
ROUTE session 1-esg (dIpAddr-svc-esg-1) of the same
broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) as each of the broadcast
services. In the ESG service, a plurality of ESG XML
fragment files are transferred as in transmission by Car-
ousel.
[0324] Here, each XML fragment of the ESG service
has a data structure corresponding to content of an object
to be described such as a service, content, a schedule,
or the like. In the LCT session of the ROUTE session 1-
esg (dIpAddr-svc-esg-1) of the ESG service, the XML
fragments of the service, the content, and the schedule
are delivered as the ESG information several days to
several weeks before a corresponding service (program)
is delivered.
[0325] Here, the following XML fragment is included in
the ESG information. In other words, in the case of the
first delivery configuration, XML fragments of a service
1 (Service-1), a service 2 (Service-2), content 1-1 (Con-
tent-1-1), content 1-2 (Content-1-2), content 2-1 (Con-
tent-2-1), content 2-2 (Content-2-2), a schedule 1-1
(Schedule-1-1), a schedule 1-2 (Schedule-1-2), a sched-
ule 2-1 (Schedule-2-1), and a schedule 2-2 (Schedule-
2-2) are delivered as the ESG information.

(Relation of XML fragments)

[0326] Fig. 35 is a diagram illustrating the relation be-
tween the XML fragments of the service, the content, and
the schedule in the case of the first delivery configuration.
[0327] As illustrated in an upper part of Fig. 35, an at-
tribute of Service-1 such as a service name is described
in ServiceFragment-1.xml.
[0328] An attribute of Content-1-1 such as a program
name is described in ContentFragment-1-1.xml. Further,
an attribute of Content-1-2 such as a program name is
described in ContentFragment-1-2.xml. Further, the XML
fragments of Content-1-1 and Content-1-2 are associat-
ed with the XML fragment of Service-1.
[0329] A schedule attribute of Schedule-1-1 such as a
start time t1 of Content-1-1 is described in ScheduleFrag-
ment-1-1.xml. Further, a schedule attribute of Schedule-
1-2 such as a start time t2 of Content-1-2 is described in
ScheduleFragment-1-2.xml.
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[0330] Further, the XML fragments of Schedule-1-1
and Schedule-1-2 are associated with the XML fragment
of Service-1. Further, the XML fragment of Schedule-1-1
is associated with the XML fragment of Content-1-1, and
the XML fragment of Schedule-1-2 is associated with the
XML fragment of Content-1-2.
[0331] Here, Fig. 36 illustrates an example of XML in-
stances of ServiceFragment-1, ContentFragment-1-1/-
1-2, and ScheduleFragment-1-1/-1-2.
[0332] In ServiceFragment-1.xml, Service-1 is desig-
nated as a service name by a Name element of a Service
element.
[0333] In ContentFragment-1-1.xml, Content-1-1 is
designated as a program name by a Name element of a
Content element. Further, in ContentFragment-1-2.xml,
Content-1-2 is designated as a program name by a Name
element of a Content element.
[0334] Further, in ContentFragment-1-1.xml and Con-
tentFragment-1-2.xml, a value of an idRef attribute of a
ServiceReference element is associated with a value of
an id attribute of a Service element of ServiceFragment-
1.xml.
[0335] In ScheduleFragment-1-1.xml, a start time and
an end time of Content-1-1 are designated by a startTime
attribute and an endTime attribute of a PresentationWin-
dow element. In this example,
’2016-02-17T12:00:00+00:00’ is designated as the start
time t1 of Content-1-1 by the startTime attribute, and
’2016-02-17T12:30:00+00:00’ is designated as the end
time t2 of Content-1-1 by the endTime attribute.
[0336] In ScheduleFragment-1-2.xml, a start time and
an end time of Content-1-2 are designated by the start-
Time attribute and endTime attribute of the Presentation-
Window element. In this example,
’2016-02-17T12:30:00+00:00’ is designated as the start
time t2 of Content-1-2 by the startTime attribute, and
’2016-02-17T12:45:00+00:00’ is designated as the end
time of Content-1-2 by the endTime attribute.
[0337] Further, in ScheduleFragment-1-1.xml and
ScheduleFragment-1-2.xml, the value of the idRef at-
tribute of the ServiceReference element is associated
with the value of the id attribute of the Service element
of ServiceFragment-1.xml. Further, in ScheduleFrag-
ment-1-1.xml, a value of an idRef attribute of a Conten-
tReference element is associated with a value of an id
attribute of a Content element of ContentFragment-
1-1.xml. Further, in ScheduleFragment-1-2.xml, a value
of an idRef attribute of a ContentReference element is
associated with a value of an id attribute of a Content
element of ContentFragment-1-2.xml.
[0338] Returning to the description of Fig. 35, an at-
tribute of Service-2 such as a service name is described
in ServiceFragment-2.xml as illustrated in a lower part of
Fig. 35.
[0339] In ContentFragment-2-1.xml, an attribute of
Content-2-1 such as a program name is described. Fur-
ther, in ContentFragment-2-2.xml, an attribute of Con-
tent-2-2 such as a program name is described. Further,

the XML fragments of Content-2-1 and Content-2-2 are
associated with the XML fragment of Service-2.
[0340] In ScheduleFragment-2-1.xml, a schedule at-
tribute of Schedule-2-1 such as a start time t1 of Content-
2-1 is described. Further, in ScheduleFragment-2-2.xml,
a schedule attribute of Schedule-2-2 such as a start time
t2 of Content-2-2 is described.
[0341] Further, the XML fragments of Schedule-2-1
and Schedule-2-2 are associated with the XML fragment
of Service-2. Further, the XML fragment of Schedule-2-1
is associated with the XML fragment of Content-2-1, and
the XML fragment of Schedule-2-2 is associated with the
XML fragment of Content-2-2.
[0342] The configuration of the ESG service in the case
of the first delivery configuration has been described
above.

(2) Configuration of ESG service in case of second de-
livery configuration

[0343] Next, a configuration example of the ESG serv-
ice in the case of a second delivery configuration will be
described. In the second delivery configuration, one
broadcast service (Service-3) is transferred in the broad-
cast stream 2 (bsid-2) in parallel with the first delivery
configuration described above.

(Configuration example of ESG service of second deliv-
ery configuration)

[0344] Fig. 37 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the ESG service in the case of the second
delivery configuration.
[0345] A broadcast stream 2 having bsid = bsid-2 as
the broadcast stream ID includes two ROUTE sessions
(RouteSession-2-1 and RouteSession-2-esg). A single
broadcast service (Service-3) is carried in the ROUTE
session 2-1 (dIpAddr-svc-3), and the service 3 (svc-3)
includes a plurality of programs (Content) in a direction
of time.
[0346] In Fig. 37, when a direction from a left side to a
right side in the drawing is a direction of time, in the serv-
ice 3 (svc-3), content 3-1 (cnt-3-1) is delivered from a
time t1 to a time t2, and after the time t2, content 3-2 (cnt-
3-2) is delivered. Similarly to the services 1 and 2 (svc-
1, 2), a notification of program scheduling of the service
3 (svc-3) is given to the reception side through an ESG
service (svc-esg-2) transferred through the ROUTE ses-
sion 2-esg (dIpAddr-svc-esg-2) of the same broadcast
stream 2 (bsid-2) as the service 3.
[0347] In the LCT session of the ROUTE session 2-
esg (dIpAddr-svc-esg-2) of the ESG service, the XML
fragments of the service, the content, and the schedule
are delivered as the ESG information several days to
several weeks before a corresponding service (program)
is delivered.
[0348] Here, the following XML fragment is included in
the ESG information. In other words, in the case of the
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second delivery configuration, XML fragments of a serv-
ice 3 (Service-3), content 3-1 (Content-3-1), content 3-2
(Content-3-2), a schedule 3-1 (Schedule-3-1), and a
schedule 3-2 (Schedule-3-2) are delivered as the ESG
information.

(Relation of XML fragments)

[0349] Fig. 38 is a diagram illustrating a relation be-
tween the XML fragments of the service, the content, and
the schedule in the case of the second delivery configu-
ration.
[0350] An attribute of Service-3 such as a service name
is described in ServiceFragment-3.xml.
[0351] An attribute of Content-3-1 such as a program
name is described in ContentFragment-3-1.xml. Further,
an attribute of Content-3-2 such as a program name is
described in ContentFragment-3-2.xml. Further, the XML
fragments of Content-3-1 and Content-3-2 are associat-
ed with the XML fragment of Service-3.
[0352] A schedule attribute of Schedule-3-1 such as a
start time t1 of Content-3-1 is described in ScheduleFrag-
ment-3-1.xml. Further, a schedule attribute of Schedule-
3-2 such as a start time t2 of Content-3-2 is described in
ScheduleFragment-3-2.xml.
[0353] Further, the XML fragments of Schedule-3-1
and Schedule-3-2 are associated with the XML fragment
of Service-3. Further, the XML fragment of Schedule-3-1
is associated with the XML fragment of Content-3-1, and
the XML fragment of Schedule-3-2 is associated with the
XML fragment of Content-3-2.

(Screen example of ESG service)

[0354] Fig. 39 is a diagram illustrating a display exam-
ple of a screen of the ESG service in the case of the
second delivery configuration.
[0355] The screen of the ESG service illustrated in Fig.
39 is, for example, a screen displayed by the client device
20 connected to the same network 30 as the FW proxy
device 10 capable of receiving the broadcast streams 1
and 2 (bsid-1 and bsid-2).
[0356] In other words, in the second delivery configu-
ration, similarly to the first delivery configuration, the serv-
ices 1 and 2 (svc-1 and svc-2) are delivered through the
broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1), and further the service 3
(svc-3) is delivered through the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-
2). Therefore, on the reception side, if it is possible to
receive the two broadcast streams (bsid-1 and bsid-2),
information related to the program scheduling of the three
broadcast services (svc-1, svc-2, and svc-3) is displayed
in a chronological order.
[0357] In Fig. 39, the programs delivered through the
respective broadcast services are displayed for each
time zone in association with service names of the service
1 (svc-1), the service 2 (svc-2), and the service 3 (svc-3).
[0358] In the service 1, the content 1-1 (cnt-1-1) is de-
livered in the time zone t1-t2, and the content 1-2 (cnt-

1-2) is delivered after the time zone t2. Further, in the
service 2, the content 2-1 (cnt-2-1) is delivered in the time
zone t1-t2, and the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) is delivered after
the time zone t2. Further, in the service 3, the content
3-1 (cnt-3-1) is delivered in the time zone t1-t2, and the
content 3-2 (cnt-3-2) is delivered after the time zone t2.
[0359] Further, the display example of the screen of
the ESG service illustrated in Fig. 39 is merely an exam-
ple, and the screen of the ESG service may be displayed
in another display form. For example, in addition to the
display of the content name of each content, various at-
tributes such as a service type and an overview may be
displayed.
[0360] The configuration of the ESG service in the case
of the second delivery configuration has been described
above.

(3) Configuration of ESG service in case of third delivery 
configuration

[0361] Next, a configuration example of the ESG serv-
ice in the case of a third delivery configuration will be
described. In the third delivery configuration, when the
content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) of the service 2 (svc-2) of the broad-
cast stream 1 (bsid-1) started from the time t2 is delivered
in the second delivery configuration described above, the
delivery is performed using the band allocated to the con-
tent 3-2 (cnt-3-2) of the service 3 (svc-3) of the broadcast
stream 2 (bsid-2) simultaneously. Further, in the broad-
cast stream 2 (bsid-2), only an additional stream is de-
livered as the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) of the service 2 (svc-
2).

(Configuration example of BS-1 in case of third delivery 
configuration)

[0362] Fig. 40 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) in the case
of the third delivery configuration.
[0363] In Fig. 40, the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1) is
constituted by the three ROUTE sessions (RouteSes-
sion-1-1, RouteSession-1-2, and RouteSession-1-esg),
and the service 1 (svc-1), the service 2 (svc-2), and the
ESG service (svc-esg-1) are delivered.
[0364] In Fig. 40, when a direction from a left side to a
right side in the drawing is a direction of time, in the serv-
ice 1 (svc-1), content 1-1 (cnt-1-1) and content 1-2 (cnt-
1-2) are sequentially delivered. Further, in the service 2
(svc-2), content 2-1 (cnt-2-1) and content 2-2 (cnt-2-2)
are sequentially delivered. Further, in the ESG service
(svc-esg-1), the XML fragments of the service, the con-
tent, and the schedule for services 1 and 2 are delivered
several days to several weeks before a corresponding
service (program) is delivered.

(Relation of XML fragments)

[0365] Fig. 41 is a diagram illustrating a relation be-
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tween the XML fragments of the service, the content, and
the schedule in the case of the third delivery configura-
tion.
[0366] As illustrated in an upper part of Fig. 41, Serv-
iceFragment-1, ContentFragment-1-1, ContentFrag-
ment-1-2, ScheduleFragment-1-1, and ScheduleFrag-
ment-1-2 for the service 1 (svc-1) are associated to con-
stitute program scheduling of the service 1.
[0367] On the other hand, as illustrated in the lower
part of Fig. 41, ServiceFragment-2, ContentFragment-
2-1, ContentFragment-2-2, ScheduleFragment-2-1, and
ScheduleFragment-2-2 for the service 2 (svc-2) are as-
sociated to constitute program scheduling of the service
2.

(Configuration example of BS-2 in case of third delivery 
configuration)

[0368] Fig. 42 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2) in the case
of the third delivery configuration.
[0369] In Fig. 42, a broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2) is con-
stituted by two ROUTE sessions (RouteSession-2-1 and
RouteSession-2-esg), and a service 3 (svc-3) or a service
2 (svc-2) and an ESG service (svc-esg-2) are delivered.
[0370] In Fig. 42, when a direction from a left side to a
right side in the drawing is a direction of time, in the serv-
ice 3 (svc-3) or the service 2 (svc-2), content 3-1 (cnt-
3-1) and content 2-2(cnt-2-2) are sequentially delivered.
Further, in the ESG service (svc-esg-2), the XML frag-
ments of the service, the content, and the schedule for
the service 3 or the service 2 are delivered several days
to several weeks before a corresponding service (pro-
gram) is delivered.

(Relation of XML fragments)

[0371] Fig. 43 is a diagram illustrating a relation be-
tween the XML fragments of the service, the content, and
the schedule in the case of the third delivery configura-
tion.
[0372] As illustrated in an upper part of Fig. 43, Serv-
iceFragment-2, ContentFragment-2-2, and Schedule-
Fragment-2-2 for the service 2 (svc-2) are associated to
constitute program scheduling of the service 2 delivered
after the time t2.
[0373] On the other hand, as illustrated in a lower part
of Fig. 43, ServiceFragment-3, ContentFragment-3-1,
and ScheduleFragment-3-1 for the service 3 (svc-3) are
associated to constitute program scheduling of the serv-
ice 3 delivered before the time t2.

(Screen example of ESG service)

[0374] Fig. 44 is a diagram illustrating a display exam-
ple of a screen of the ESG service in the case of the third
delivery configuration.
[0375] The screen of the ESG service illustrated in Fig.

44 is, for example, a screen displayed by the client device
20 connected to the same network 30 as the FW proxy
device 10 capable of receiving the broadcast streams 1
and 2 (bsid-1 and bsid-2).
[0376] In other words, in the third delivery configura-
tion, the services 1 and 2 (svc-1 and svc-2) are delivered
through the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-1), and further the
service 3 (svc-3) or the service 2 (svc-2) is delivered
through the broadcast stream2 (bsid-2) . Therefore, on
the reception side, if it is possible to receive the two broad-
cast streams (bsid-1 and bsid-2), information related to
the program scheduling of the three broadcast services
(svc-1, svc-2, and svc-3) is displayed in a chronological
order.
[0377] In Fig. 44, similarly to the screen example of
Fig. 39, the programs delivered through the respective
services are displayed for each time zone in association
with service names of the service 1 (svc-1), the service
2 (svc-2), and the service 3 (svc-3).
[0378] In the service 1, the content 1-1 (cnt-1-1) is de-
livered in the time zone t1-t2, and the content 1-2 (cnt-
1-2) is delivered after the time zone t2. In the service 2,
the content 2-1 (cnt-2-1) is delivered in the time zone t1-
t2, and the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) is delivered after the time
zone t2.
[0379] In the service 3, the content 3-1 (cnt-3-1) is de-
livered in the time zone t1-t2, but the content is not de-
livered after the time zone t2. In other words, in the third
delivery configuration, since the additional stream of the
content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) of the service 2 (svc-2) is delivered
using the band allocated to the content 3-2 (cnt-3-2) of
the service 3 (svc-3) of the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2),
after the time zone t2, the delivery of the service 3 is
stopped, and only the service 1 and the service 2 are
delivered.
[0380] Here, for example, in the third delivery config-
uration, it is possible to apply the scalable video coding
to the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) of the service 2 (svc-2), trans-
fer the stream of the base layer through the ROUTE ses-
sion (RouteSession-1-1) of the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-
1), and transfer the stream of the enhancement layer
through the ROUTE session (RouteSession-2-1) of the
broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2). Accordingly, it is possible
to dynamically schedule and deliver even the broadband
services such as the broadcast service using the scalable
video coding.

(Extension of ESG information)

[0381] Here, there is a possibility that a proposal in
which, in a case where a plurality of tuners can be pre-
pared in the FW proxy device 10 of the reception side, if
a plurality of tuners are operated to deliver the content
2-2 (cnt-2-2) before the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) of the serv-
ice 2 (svc-2) is delivered, the FW proxy device 10 desires
to simultaneously receive the broadcast streams 1 and
2 (bsid-1 and bsid-2) immediately and reproduce (desires
to record) the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) without losing packets
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will be requested.
[0382] However, in the current technology, there is no
scheme for giving a notification indicating that it is a pro-
gram across a plurality of broadcast streams, and estab-
lishment of such a technical scheme is required. For ex-
ample, in the current ESG specification, since such a
notification is unable to be performed (see Non-Patent
Document 3 below), in the present technology, the cur-
rent ESG is extended so that it is possible to perform a
notification indicating that there is a program across a
plurality of broadcast streams, and the FW proxy device
10 can perform prior operation preparation.
Non-Patent Document 3: ATSC Candidate Standard:
Service Announcement (A/332)
[0383] In other words, in the present technology, the
notification indicating the presence of a broadcast service
across a plurality of broadcast streams can be given
through the ESG information in addition to the SLS (S-
TSID metadata), so that the FW proxy device 10 can
reserve a plurality of tuners to operate at a broadcasting
time of a program reserved for viewing.
[0384] For example, in an environment in which only
two broadcast streams can be received at a time, in a
case where the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) of the service 2 (svc-
2) delivered across the broadcast streams 1 and 2 (bsid-
1 and bsid-2) is reserved for viewing (recording), the fol-
lowing problem occurs when content of another broad-
cast service delivered at the same time is reserved for
viewing (recording) in parallel with it. In other words, in
order to receive the former broadcast service, two tuners
are required at the same time, and thus it is necessary
to encourage prioritization of which one of the former
broadcast service and the latter broadcast service is giv-
en priority.
[0385] In this regard, in the present technology, in order
to cause the notification indicating a broadcast service
(program) across a plurality of broadcast streams to be
given, an element (delivery configuration information) re-
ferring to the broadcast stream ID (bsid) of the broadcast
stream in which a target service or content described by
a schedule fragment (ScheduleFragment) of the ESG is
delivered is allowed to be arranged in the schedule frag-
ment of the ESG.

(Configuration of ESG information)

[0386] As described above, the electronic service
guide (ESG) has been developed by the Open Mobile
Alliance (OMA), and the ESG information of the present
technology also has a configuration according to OMA-
ESG.
[0387] The ESG is constituted by fragments having re-
spective purposes and is divided into four groups includ-
ing Administrative, Provisioning, Core, and Access de-
pending on an application to be used.
[0388] The core is a group that provides information
related to a service itself. The core group includes a serv-
ice, a schedule, and content. The service provides meta-

data including content of a channel service and relevant
control information. The schedule provides metadata in-
cluding content delivery schedule and relevant control
information. The content provides metadata including
content of content constituting a service and relevant
control information.
[0389] Fig. 45 illustrates a configuration example of the
schedule fragment (ScheduleFragment) of the ESG. Fur-
ther, Fig. 46 illustrates an example of a schema of the
ESG schedule fragment.
[0390] As illustrated in Fig. 46, in the ESG information
of the present technology, the schedule of the ESG is
extended, a bsidReference element is added to a Priva-
teExt element. In the bsidReference element, in a case
where the broadcast service is delivered across a plural-
ity of broadcast streams, the broadcast stream ID of the
target broadcast stream can be designated.
[0391] Fig. 47 is a diagram illustrating an example of
an XML instance of the schedule fragment of the ESG.
In Fig. 47, two broadcast stream IDs (bsid) of "xxxx" and
"yyyy" are described in the bsidReference element of the
PrivateExt element of the schedule, and these broadcast
stream IDs (bsid) can be referred to by the fragment of
the service or the content.
[0392] More specifically, the fragment of the ESG re-
lated to the service 2 (svc-2) in the case of the third de-
livery configuration is illustrated in Fig. 48. In other words,
Fig. 48 illustrates an example of the XML instances of
ServiceFragment-2, ContentFragment-2-1/-2-2, and
ScheduleFragment-2-1/-2-2.
[0393] In ServiceFragment-2.xml, Service-2 is desig-
nated as a service name by a Name element of a Service
element.
[0394] In ContentFragment-2-1.xml, Content-2-1 is
designated as a program name by a Name element of a
Content element. Further, in ContentFragment-2-2.xml,
Content-2-2 is designated as the program name by the
Name element of the Content element.
[0395] Further, in ContentFragment-2-1.xml and Con-
tentFragment-2-2.xml, a value of an idRef attribute of a
ServiceReference element is associated with a value of
an id attribute of a Service element of ServiceFragment-
2.xml.
[0396] In ScheduleFragment-2-1.xml, a start time and
an end time of Content-2-1 are designated by a startTime
attribute and an endTime attribute of a PresentationWin-
dow element. In this example,
’2016-02-17T12:00:00+00:00’ is designated as a start
time t1 of Content-2-1 by the startTime attribute, and
’2016-02-17T12:30:00+00:00’ is designated as an end
time t2 of Content-2-1 by the endTime attribute.
[0397] In ScheduleFragment-2-2.xml, a start time and
an end time of Content-2-2 are designated by the start-
Time attribute and the endTime attribute of the Presen-
tationWindow element. In this example,
’2016-02-17T12:30:00+00:00’ is designated as a start
time t2 of the Content-2-2 by the startTime attribute, and
’2016-02-17T12:45:00+00:00’ is designated as an end
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time of Content-2-2 by the endTime attribute.
[0398] Here, in ScheduleFragment-2-2.xml, the broad-
cast stream IDs (bsid) which are "BroadcastStream-1"
and "BroadcastStream-2" are designated as absidRef-
erence element of a PrivateExt element. Accordingly, it
indicates that the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) of the service 2
(svc-2) is delivered across the broadcast stream 1 (bsid-
1) and the broadcast stream 2 (bsid-2).
[0399] Further, in ScheduleFragment-2-1.xml and
ScheduleFragment-2-2.xml, a value of an idRef attribute
of a ServiceReference element is associated with a value
of an id attribute of a Service element of ServiceFrag-
ment-2.xml. Further, in ScheduleFragment-2-1.xml, a
value of an idRef attribute of a ContentReference ele-
ment is associated with a value of an id attribute of a
Content element of ContentFragment-2-1.xml. Further,
in ScheduleFragment-2-2.xml, the value of the idRef at-
tribute of the ContentReference element is associated
with the value of the id attribute of the Content element
of ContentFragment-2-2.xml.

(Screen example of ESG service)

[0400] Fig. 49 is a diagram illustrating a display exam-
ple of the screen of the ESG service in the case of the
third delivery configuration.
[0401] The screen of the ESG service of Fig. 49 differs
from the screen of the ESG service of Fig. 44 in that since
the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) of the service 2 (svc-2) delivered
in a time zone after time t2 is delivered across the broad-
cast streams 1 and 2 (bsid-1 and bsid-2), for example, a
message calling attention such as "two tuners required"
is displayed using the value of bsidReference element
of the schedule fragment (ScheduleFragment-2-2).
[0402] By performing such a display, it is possible to
give a notification indicating that a plurality of tuners
which can be operated at the same time are necessary
for viewing the content 2-2 (cnt-2-2) to the end user in
advance. Thus, for example, in an environment in which
there is a limitation to the number of tuners that can be
operated at the same time, in a case where the end user
makes an attempt to make a reservation for viewing of a
program in which a plurality of tuners are premises or the
like, it is possible to encourage the user to perform pri-
oritization using the ESG information of the present tech-
nology.

<7. Modified example>

(Delivery via communication)

[0403] The transmission system 1 of Fig. 1 has been
described in connection with the example in which the
stream of the content is delivered via the broadcast trans-
mission path 60 via broadcasting, but the stream of the
content may be delivered via a communication transmis-
sion path such as the Internet via communication.
[0404] Fig. 50 illustrates another configuration exam-

ple of the transmission system. A transmission system 6
of Fig. 50 differs from the transmission system 1 of Fig.
1 in that, in addition to the broadcasting system broadcast
server 40, a communication server 70 of communication
system is installed on the transmission side.
[0405] The FW proxy device 10 also has a communi-
cation function (a communication I/F (not illustrated))
connectable to the Internet 80 together with a reception
function of receiving a broadcast wave transmitted via
the broadcast transmission path 60. Accordingly, the FW
proxy device 10 is connected to the communication serv-
er 70 via the Internet 80 and can perform communication
with each other.
[0406] The FW proxy device 10 transmits a request
from the client device 20 connected to the network 30 to
the communication server 70 connected to the Internet
80. Further, the FW proxy device 10 receives a stream
of content transmitted from the communication server 70
via the Internet 80, and transmits (transfers) the stream
to the client device 20 connected to the network 30.
[0407] As described above, the FW proxy devices 10-1
to 10-N connected to the network 30 have the mas-
ter/slave relation in which one of the FW proxy devices
10 functions as the master proxy, and the other FW proxy
devices 10 function as the slave proxy. Further, since the
FW proxy devices 10-1 to 10-N have the master/slave
relation, the broadcast service responsible range is allo-
cated to each FW proxy device 10 by the master proxy
device 10M in which the master proxy 111 operates as
described above.
[0408] Accordingly, the client device 20 connected to
the network 30 reproduces the content delivered via
broadcasting or communication via the FW proxy device
10 (the master proxy device 10M or the slave proxy de-
vice 10S) in accordance with a manipulation of the end
user and the like.
[0409] The communication server 70 is, for example,
a server provided by a broadcasting company such as a
broadcasting station or another broadcasting company
and is connected to the Internet 80.
[0410] In response to the request from the FW proxy
device 10, the communication server 70 processes a file
of content such as a program or a CM or the control in-
formation, and transmits (streaming-delivers) data ob-
tained as a result via the Internet 80.
[0411] Further, the broadcast server 40 and the com-
munication server 70 may deliver, for example, an appli-
cation or the like in addition to the content such as the
program. In other words, in the transmission system 6,
an application is delivered via broadcasting or commu-
nication and is received by the client device 20 via the
FW proxy device 10.
[0412] Further, in the transmission system 1 (Fig. 1)
and the transmission system 6 (Fig. 50), the configuration
in which at least the stream of the content delivered via
the broadcasting is processed by the FW proxy device
10 has been described, but only the communication serv-
er 70 of the communication system may be installed on
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the transmission side, and only the stream of the content
delivered via communication may be processed in the
FW proxy device 10. In this case, the client device 20
reproduces only the content delivered via communica-
tion.
[0413] Further, in the above description, one FW proxy
device 10 among the FW proxy devices 10 connected to
the network 30 functions as the master proxy device 10M,
but a plurality of FW proxy devices 10 may function as
the master proxy device 10M. Further, the master proxy
device 10M and the slave proxy device 10S do not have
a function of reproducing the content in the configuration
illustrated in Fig. 2 or Fig. 3, but similarly to the client
device 20, the master proxy device 10M and the slave
proxy device 10S may reproduce or record the content
delivered via broadcasting or communication.

(Application to other broadcasting standards)

[0414] In the above description, ATSC (in particular,
ATSC 3.0) which is a scheme adopted in the United
States or the like has been described as the digital broad-
casting standard, but the present technology is applica-
ble to Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB)
which is a scheme employed in Japan or the like, Digital
Video Broadcasting (DVB) which is a scheme employed
in countries in Europe or the like, for example. Further,
in the above description, ATSC 3.0 employing the IP
transmission scheme has been described as an exam-
ple, but the present invention is not limited to the IP trans-
mission scheme but is applicable to other schemes such
as the MPEG2-Transport Stream (TS) scheme or the like.
[0415] Further, as the digital broadcasting standard, in
addition to terrestrial broadcasting, a standard of satellite
broadcasting using a broadcasting satellite (BS), a com-
munication satellite (CS), or the like, cable broadcasting
such as a cable television (Common Antenna TeleVision
(CATV)) or the like may be employed.

(Other modified examples)

[0416] The names such as the control information (sig-
naling) described above are examples, and other names
may be used. Here, a difference between these names
is a formal difference, and there is no difference in sub-
stantial content of target control information, a packet, or
the like. For example, user service bundle description
(USBD) is also referred to as user service description
(USD). Further, for example, non real time (NRT) is also
referred to as locally cached content (LCC) or the like.
[0417] Further, for a DASH player, for example, in ad-
dition to an application developed in a markup language
such as HyperText Markup Language 5 (HTML 5) or a
script language such as JavaScript (registered trade-
mark), for example, an application developed in a pro-
gramming language such as Java (registered trademark)
may be used. Further, the application is not limited to an
application executed by the browser and may be execut-

ed in an operating system (OS) environment or the like
as a so-called native application.
[0418] Further, the application may explicitly display
certain information or may be operated in a non-dis-
played state (in the background) (may be activated with-
out being recognized by the end user) . Further, the con-
tent can include any content such as e-books, games,
advertisements, and the like in addition to moving images
and music.

<8. Configuration of computer>

[0419] A series of processes described above can be
executed by hardware or software. In a case where a
series of processes is executed by software, a program
constituting the software is installed in a computer. Fig.
51 is a diagram illustrating a configuration example of
hardware of a computer that executes a series of proc-
esses described above in accordance with a program.
[0420] In a computer 1000, a central processing unit
(CPU) 1001, a read only memory (ROM) 1002, and a
random access memory (RAM) 1003 are connected to
one another via a bus 1004. Further, an input/output in-
terface 1005 is connected to the bus 1004. An input unit
1006, an output unit 1007, a recording unit 1008, a com-
munication unit 1009, and a drive 1010 are connected to
the input/output interface 1005.
[0421] The input unit 1006 includes a keyboard, a
mouse, a microphone, or the like. The output unit 1007
includes a display, a speaker, or the like. The recording
unit 1008 includes a hard disk, a non-volatile memory,
or the like. The communication unit 1009 includes a net-
work interface or the like. The drive 1010 drives a remov-
able recording medium 1011 such as a magnetic disk,
an optical disk, a magneto-optical disk, or a semiconduc-
tor memory.
[0422] In the computer 1000 configured as described
above, the CPU 1001 loads the program recorded in the
ROM 1002 or the recording unit 1008 onto the RAM 1003
via the input/output interface 1005 and the bus 1004 and
executes the program, so that a series of processes is
performed.
[0423] The program executed by the computer 1000
(the CPU 1001) can be provided in a form in which it is
recorded in, for example, the removable recording me-
dium 1011 serving as a package medium or the like. Fur-
ther, the program can be provided via a wired or wireless
transmission medium such as a local area network, the
Internet, digital satellite broadcasting, or the like.
[0424] In the computer 1000, the removable recording
medium 1011 is loaded into the drive 1010, and then the
program can be installed in the recording unit 1008 via
the input/output interface 1005. Further, the program can
be received by the communication unit 1009 via a wired
or wireless transmission medium and installed in the re-
cording unit 1008. In addition, the program can be in-
stalled in the ROM 1002 or the recording unit 1008 in
advance.
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[0425] Here, in this specification, the process per-
formed by the computer in accordance with the program
need not be necessarily performed chronologically in ac-
cordance with the order described as the flowchart. In
other words, the process performed by the computer in
accordance with the program includes processes exe-
cuted in parallel or individually (for example, a parallel
process or an object-based process) as well. Further, the
program may be processed by one computer (processor)
or may be distributed to and processed by a plurality of
computers.
[0426] Further, the embodiment of the present tech-
nology is not limited to the above-described embodiment,
and various modifications can be made without departing
from the gist of the present technology.
[0427] Further, the present technology can have the
following configuration.

(1) A receiving device, including:

a receiving unit that receives a stream of a
broadcast service; and
a processing unit that processes the stream,
in which in the stream, delivery configuration in-
formation indicating that the stream of the broad-
cast service is delivered across a predetermined
frequency band is included in transmission in-
formation which is transmitted through an upper
layer higher than a physical layer, and
the processing unit processes the stream having
a delivery configuration corresponding to the de-
livery configuration information.

(2) The receiving device according to (1), in which
the processing unit
is a proxy that receives the stream of the broadcast
service and transmits the stream of the broadcast
service to a client device connected to a network,
functions as a master proxy for a slave proxy, and
decides a broadcast service responsible range cor-
responding to the delivery configuration information
for each proxy.
(3) The receiving device according to (2), in which
the processing unit allocates the broadcast service
delivered across the predetermined frequency band
to a proxy in which a simultaneous operation is guar-
anteed at all times as the broadcast service respon-
sible range on the basis of the delivery configuration
information.
(4) The receiving device according to (2) or (3), in
which the transmission information is control infor-
mation of an upper layer, and
the processing unit decides the broadcast service
responsible range corresponding to the delivery con-
figuration information included in the control infor-
mation of the upper layer for each proxy.
(5) The receiving device according to (4), in which
the control information of the upper layer further in-

cludes priority information indicating a priority be-
tween sessions, and
the processing unit decides the broadcast service
responsible range corresponding to the delivery con-
figuration information and the priority information in-
cluded in the control information of the upper layer
for each proxy.
(6) The receiving device according to (5), in which
the delivery configuration indicated by the delivery
configuration information includes a first session for
transmitting a minimum necessary stream when the
broadcast service delivered across the predeter-
mined frequency band is delivered and a second
session for transmitting an additional stream when
the broadcast service is delivered, and
in the priority information, a priority of the first session
is higher than a priority of the second session.
(7) The receiving device according to any one of (4)
to (6), in which the processing unit decides the broad-
cast service responsible range corresponding to the
delivery configuration information for each proxy
each time information indicating the delivery config-
uration of the control information of the upper layer
is updated.
(8) The receiving device according to (2), in which
the transmission information is delivered ahead of
the stream of the broadcast service corresponding
to the transmission information by a predetermined
period.
(9) The receiving device according to (8), in which
the transmission information is information related
to an electronic program guide.
(10) The receiving device according to (8) or (9), in
which the processing unit provides notification of de-
livery of the broadcast service delivered across the
predetermined frequency band on the basis of the
transmission information.
(11) The receiving device according to (2) or (3), in
which one or more other receiving devices in which
the slave proxy operates are installed on the net-
work, and
the processing unit
generates a database in which each proxy is asso-
ciated with the broadcast service responsible range,
and
causes a request for the broadcast service to be re-
directed to a proxy which is in charge of the broadcast
service with reference to the database in a case
where the request for the broadcast service is re-
ceived from the client device.
(12) The receiving device according to any one of
(4) to (7), in which the control information of the upper
layer is control information delivered for each broad-
cast service, and
the delivery configuration information is included in
control information of a file transfer protocol.
(13) The receiving device according to any one of
(1) to (12), in which the predetermined frequency
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band is a bandwidth allocated for each RF channel.
(14) A data processing method of a receiving device,
including:
a step of processing, by the receiving device, a
stream in which delivery configuration information
indicating that a stream of a broadcast service is de-
livered across a predetermined frequency band is
included in transmission information transmitted
through an upper layer higher than a physical layer,
the stream having a delivery configuration corre-
sponding to the delivery configuration information.
(15) A transmitting device, including:

a generating unit that generates transmission
information which is transmitted through an up-
per layer higher than a physical layer and in-
cludes delivery configuration information indi-
cating that a stream of a broadcast service is
delivered across a predetermined frequency
band; and
a transmitting unit that transmits a stream includ-
ing the transmission information.

(16) The transmitting device according to (15), in
which the transmission information is control infor-
mation of the upper layer.
(17) The transmitting device according to (16), in
which the control information of the upper layer fur-
ther includes priority information indicating a priority
between sessions.
(18) The transmitting device according to (16) or
(17), in which the control information of the upper
layer is control information delivered for each broad-
cast service, and
the delivery configuration information is included in
control information of a file transfer protocol.
(19) The transmitting device according to (15), in
which the transmission information is information re-
lated to an electronic program guide.
(20) A data processing method of a transmitting de-
vice, including steps of:

generating, by the transmitting device, transmis-
sion information which is transmitted through an
upper layer higher than a physical layer and in-
cludes delivery configuration information indi-
cating that a stream of a broadcast service is
delivered across a predetermined frequency
band; and
transmitting, by the transmitting device, a
stream including the transmission information.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0428]

1, 6 Transmission system
10-1 to 10-M, 10 FW proxy device

10M Master proxy device
10S Slave proxy device
20-1 to 20-M, 20 Client device
30 Network
40 Broadcast server
50 Transmitting station
60 Broadcast transmission path
70 Communication server
80 Internet
100 Processing unit
101 Tuner
102 Communication I/F
103 Storage unit
111 Master proxy
112 UPnP/SSDP server
113 SLS processing system
150 Processing unit
151 Tuner
152 Communication I/F
153 Storage unit
161 Slave proxy
162 SLS processing system
200 Processing unit
201 Communication I/F
202 Display unit
203 Speaker
211 Application
212 Browser
401 Component processing unit
402 Control information generating unit
403 ESG generating unit
404 Multiplexer
405 Data processing unit
406 Transmitting unit
1000 Computer
1001 CPU

Claims

1. A receiving device, comprising:

a receiving unit that receives a stream of a
broadcast service; and
a processing unit that processes the stream,
wherein in the stream, delivery configuration in-
formation indicating that the stream of the broad-
cast service is delivered across a predetermined
frequency band is included in transmission in-
formation which is transmitted through an upper
layer higher than a physical layer, and
the processing unit processes the stream having
a delivery configuration corresponding to the de-
livery configuration information.

2. The receiving device according to claim 1, wherein
the processing unit
is a proxy that receives the stream of the broadcast
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service and transmits the stream of the broadcast
service to a client device connected to a network,
functions as a master proxy for a slave proxy, and
decides a broadcast service responsible range cor-
responding to the delivery configuration information
for each proxy.

3. The receiving device according to claim 2, wherein
the processing unit allocates the broadcast service
delivered across the predetermined frequency band
to a proxy in which a simultaneous operation is guar-
anteed at all times as the broadcast service respon-
sible range on a basis of the delivery configuration
information.

4. The receiving device according to claim 2, wherein
the transmission information is control information
of an upper layer, and
the processing unit decides the broadcast service
responsible range corresponding to the delivery con-
figuration information included in the control infor-
mation of the upper layer for each proxy.

5. The receiving device according to claim 4, wherein
the control information of the upper layer further in-
cludes priority information indicating a priority be-
tween sessions, and
the processing unit decides the broadcast service
responsible range corresponding to the delivery con-
figuration information and the priority information in-
cluded in the control information of the upper layer
for each proxy.

6. The receiving device according to claim 5, wherein
the delivery configuration indicated by the delivery
configuration information includes a first session for
transmitting a minimum necessary stream when the
broadcast service delivered across the predeter-
mined frequency band is delivered and a second
session for transmitting an additional stream when
the broadcast service is delivered, and
in the priority information, a priority of the first session
is higher than a priority of the second session.

7. The receiving device according to claim 4, wherein
the processing unit decides the broadcast service
responsible range corresponding to the delivery con-
figuration information for each proxy each time infor-
mation indicating the delivery configuration of the
control information of the upper layer is updated.

8. The receiving device according to claim 2, wherein
the transmission information is delivered ahead of
the stream of the broadcast service corresponding
to the transmission information by a predetermined
period.

9. The receiving device according to claim 8, wherein

the transmission information is information related
to an electronic program guide.

10. The receiving device according to claim 8, wherein
the processing unit provides notification of delivery
of the broadcast service delivered across the prede-
termined frequency band on a basis of the transmis-
sion information.

11. The receiving device according to claim 2, wherein
one or more other receiving devices in which the
slave proxy operates are installed on the network,
and
the processing unit
generates a database in which each proxy is asso-
ciated with the broadcast service responsible range,
and
causes a request for the broadcast service to be re-
directed to a proxy which is in charge of the broadcast
service with reference to the database in a case
where the request for the broadcast service is re-
ceived from the client device.

12. The receiving device according to claim 4, wherein
the control information of the upper layer is control
information delivered for each broadcast service,
and
the delivery configuration information is included in
control information of a file transfer protocol.

13. The receiving device according to claim 1, wherein
the predetermined frequency band is a bandwidth
allocated for each RF channel.

14. A data processing method of a receiving device,
comprising:
a step of processing, by the receiving device, a
stream in which delivery configuration information
indicating that a stream of a broadcast service is de-
livered across a predetermined frequency band is
included in transmission information transmitted
through an upper layer higher than a physical layer,
the stream having a delivery configuration corre-
sponding to the delivery configuration information.

15. A transmitting device, comprising:

a generating unit that generates transmission
information which is transmitted through an up-
per layer higher than a physical layer and in-
cludes delivery configuration information indi-
cating that a stream of a broadcast service is
delivered across a predetermined frequency
band; and
a transmitting unit that transmits a stream includ-
ing the transmission information.

16. The transmitting device according to claim 15,
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wherein the transmission information is control infor-
mation of the upper layer.

17. The transmitting device according to claim 16,
wherein the control information of the upper layer
further includes priority information indicating a pri-
ority between sessions.

18. The transmitting device according to claim 16,
wherein the control information of the upper layer is
control information delivered for each broadcast
service, and
the delivery configuration information is included in
control information of a file transfer protocol.

19. The transmitting device according to claim 15,
wherein the transmission information is information
related to an electronic program guide.

20. A data processing method of a transmitting device,
comprising steps of:

generating, by the transmitting device, transmis-
sion information which is transmitted through an
upper layer higher than a physical layer and in-
cludes delivery configuration information indi-
cating that a stream of a broadcast service is
delivered across a predetermined frequency
band; and
transmitting, by the transmitting device, a
stream including the transmission information.
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